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Candidates Vie In New Hampshire Primary
Democrat
Dukakis
Cleans Up
by Robert Klingberg
Assistant News Editor
In yesterday's New Hampshire primary elections, with
92% of the precincts reporting,
Massachusetts Governor
Michael Dukakis finished first
with 36% of the vote. Missouri
Representative Richard Gephardt
placed second with 20%, and
Illinois Senator Paul Simon was
third with 17%.
Although he placed third in
last week's Iowa Caucuses,
Dukakis was expected to place
first in New Hampshire, due to
the influence of proximity to his
home state. His two main con-•
tenders- Gephardt and Simonhave been fiercely attacking each
other, thereby reducing the possibility of either having a clear
chance at first place.
The Gephardt-Simon contest has been tight for some
time. In a recent CBS News
telephone poll of 4 7 5
Democrats, Gephardt received
15% of the vote, while Simon
received a close 14%. After
conceding that Dukakis would
come in first, Simon borrowed
$110,000 to launch an ad campaign against Gephardt. It is
speculated that Simon will
plunge even further into debt, as
his third place standing at New
Hampshire may turn even more
attention toward Gephardt.
Gephardt was not wellknown in the East until last
week, when his first place
victory in Iowa moved him past
Simon in the polls.
The Reverend Jesse Jackson
finished fourth, with 8% of the
vote, with 8%; Tennessee Senator Albert Gore received 7%;
former Arizona Governor Bruce
Babbitt received 5%, and Gary
Hart finished last with 4% of the
vote.
While they didn't come
close to the third place Simon,
Jackson and Gore are expected to
move ahead in the race, as both
were waiting on the New
Hampshire results before
moving ahead, and plan to pour
their campaign money into the
March 8 Super Tuesday.
It is projected that Babbitt,
with only 5% of the New
Hampshire vote, may drop out
of the race by the end of the
week. Hart, on the other hand,
says he is still in the race.
Editor's Note: Information for
this article was compiled from
The New York Times and Time
Magazine.

Bush Beats

Out Dole
by Katherine Wright
Senior Editor
In last night's New Hampshire primary Vice President
George Bush emerged as the
front-runner in the battle for the
Republican nomination taking
approximately a 10% edge over
Kansas Senator Bob Dole.
With 92% of the precincts
reporting in, Bush received 39%
of the votes with Dole taking
marginally less at 29%. In
eight of last week's Iowa caucus
results where Dole took the lead
over Bush, "Super Tuesday,"
March 8 is expected to be a
decisive battle between the two
Republican contenders.
DOle did not seem discouraged by last night's results. In a
live press conference following
the primary he stated that he
AP Photo Courtesy Meadville Tribune
feels more than ever capable to
Senator Bob Dole of Kansas, with his wife Elizabeth at his -side, indicates he only "lost by
provide the strong leadership
this much" in the New Hampshire Presidential primary elections yesterday. Dole lost the
and reform programs that this
Republican race by almost 10% to Vice President George Bush.
country needs and he believes
his platform will sell in the
South as it did in Iowa and New
Hampshire.
Last night's biggest surprise
permitted a radio, writing mate- "They saw me taken away handby Rebecca Roolf
was
Pat Robertson's slide to
rials
or
books
other
than
the
News Editor
cuffed, blindfolded, and saw me
fifth
place in the battle for the
Koran.
returned unconscious, carried by
Wayland-Smith said "I don't four soldiers, dripping blood, Republican nomination. As the
Suleiman Nuh Ali, the know if there has been or will
surprise second in the Iowa cauvomiting and near death."
former Allegheny student from be any change in the conditions.
cus,
he was expected to take
Ali wrote, "I could not susSomalia sentenced to death on Certainly our first goal is to try
more
than 10% of the votes in
tain the torture till death, so I
January 7 along with seven oth- to get Ali out 'of prison. If we
last
night's
primary.
decided to sign what they had
er political prisoners, has had can't get him out, we'll try to
Representative
Jack F.
written. The firing squad is
his sentence commuted to life improve his conditions."
Kemp
of
upstate
New
York
rebetter than torture."
imprisonment.
ceived
approximately
13%
of
the
A 28 page letter, which
A group telegram sent to
Somali President Moham- Amnesty International verified
President Siad Barre by members votes, gaining a slight edge over
med Siad Barre commuted the Ali wrote, was smuggled out of
of the U.S. Senate and House of Robertson. With reports o f
sentences last Thursday after a Somalia last January. The letter
Representatives in protest of dwindling funds, his move to
wave of international protest further describes the conditions
third place in last night's primaagainst the death sentences. in prison. "Not a mattress, no Ali's sentence backed up the po- ry, may provide with the mosition of th.f. ' :..ate Department.
According to the Somalian con- blanket, not even a plate for our
Protest from around the country, mentum he needs to carry him
stitution, the president is given use. We are denied sunshine,
including Allegheny's petition tz. the Super Tuesday states.
power to "grant mercy and fresh air, exercise. For these
with approximately 870 student According to the New York
commute sentences."
almost six years we are in and faculty signatures, also cre- Times, Kemp was expected to
Ambassador of Somalia to isolation concrete cells contained
ated pressure on the government do better in New Hampshire as
the United States Abdullahi within a main hall."
it is a traditionally conservative
of Somalia
Ahmed Addou met with AssisAccording to the letter, Ali
Wayland-Smith said the state espousing conservative
tant Secretary of State for was tortured until he agreed to
ideals.
Somali government was probaAfrican affairs Chester Crocker sign a confession. "I told them
Taking fourth place in last
bly most sensitive to pressure
last Wednesday. "I think that I was not a member of any ornight's New Hampshire primary
by the Department of State bemeeting was the key to every- ganization (above nor undercause
federal aid to the is former Governor of Delaware
thing. Everything else led up to ground) and that the letters and African of
country. According to a Peter DuPont, receiving 10% of
the meeting. Without the photocopies are theirs and that
the votes.
report by the National Academy
meeting there may not have they go to hell. After a few
Editor's
Note: Information for
of Sciences, "U.S. economic and
been the same results," said Al- nights, I was taken from my security assistance funds althis article was compiled from
legheny Professor of Political cell, handcuffed, driven in a land located to Somalia in fiscal Cable Network News and KDK
Science Giles Wayland-Smith.
cruiser and taken to a beach. 1987 totaled $66.5 million."
Pittsburgh News.
Although Ali will not be There I was tortured, very badly.
Ali may or may not know
executed, the sentence of life Many nights were repeated until of Allegheny's efforts toward his
imprisonment stands. Accord- I was forced to sign anything release, said Wayland-Smith.
ing to a 1985 Amnesty Interna- they wanted."
Although official notification
tional report, Ali was held in a
See pages 7,8,9
Somali ambassador Addou was unlikely, Wayland-Smith
cell measuring approximately 4 denied the allegation of the letsuspects that the information
for editorial
by 6 feet since 1982. He was ter, saying "it's not in our char- about Allegheny's involvement
not allowed out for exercise or acter and our policy to torture may have been smuggled in.
analysis of the
to have contact with other pris- people."
oners. Ali was allowed brief,
New Hampshire
According to Ali's letter, Editor's note: Information for
supervised visits from his wife other prisoners could attest to
this article was compiled in part
every few months, but was not the validity of his allegations. from The Washington Post.

Somalian Receives Life Sentence
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U.S. Surgeon General Wants University AIDS Testing
College Press Service
U.S. Surgeon General C.
Everett Koop wants to test every
student of a major American
university this spring to determine the prevalence of AIDS
on campuses, but many students
and several college health officials think its a bad idea.
"Why?," asked Dr. Richard
J. Schuch, the University of
Illinois-Chicago student health
director. "Why would he want
to do this? I'd rather deal with
the risks at hand. We should be
worried about getting decent
condom ads on television and
addressing issues of safe sex.
Why waste money on this
stuff?"
The tests, other critics say,
wouldn't reveal much about college AIDS.
Testing students at a California university, they say, tells
you little about the University
of Alabama.
"I don't think you can generalize," said Rutgers University
Health Education Director Fern
Goodhart.
Health officials warn that
college students, because of their
general sexual promiscuity, are
prime risks to contract AIDS
(acquired immune deficiency
syndrome), a fatal virus spread
through intravenous needles,
contaminated blood products and
sexual contact with an AIDS
carrier.
But the money to test students, Schuch said, "would be
better spent on educational purposes. I'm offended that kids are
exposed to thousands of hours of
violence and sex on television,
and we can't get the networks to
run a decent condom ad or safe
sex spot."

koop, who announced the
plan Jan. 27 at at London conference on AIDS, has yet to
choose a university, but want a
25,000 -student urban campus
where the mass testing would be
part of a 1-day campus "gala" on
AIDS prevention.
Testing would be done
anonymously, Koop said, and
those taking part would not be
told the results. Students who
did not wish to participate in the
testing would be required to do
so, he added.
Koop's past anti-AIDS efforts also have drawn fire, especially from other Reagan
administration officials -- most
notably Secretary of Education
William Bennett -- who object
to his endorsement of safe sex
practices and wish to teach
AIDS prevention to grade school
students.
Bennett, by contrast, wants
AIDS prevention to grade school
students.
Bennett, by contrast, wants
AIDS education started in high
school, and then to stress abstinence and monogamy as the best
ways to avoid AIDS, a policy
critics -- including Koop -- argue
is fanciful and unrealistic.
While Schuch admires
Koop's past anti-AIDS efforts,
this one "doesn't make sense."
Testing all students on a
single campus "raises a lot of
questions," said Goodhart.
She is "troubled by questions of privacy that could arise
from such testing and the public
ramifications of testing one
school."
For instance, fears that the
chosen school might have students with AIDS could drive
some students to transfer and
others not to apply there, Good-

hart said. The college could also
have trouble getting insurance.
"I have a lot of problems
with the way the government
has handled AIDS," added Illinois-Chicago student government President Laurie Paul.
Her school is considering
mandatory AIDS test, she said,
and many students are concerned
about who will have access to
the results.
Still, Paul wouldn't oppose
the plan if her campus was selected and a strong AIDS education program was included. "It
could be controversial. It depends on how they do it. It's all
in the marketing."

AIDs testing poses other
serious problems, Goodhart
added. False positive test results, she said, are not uncommon, and can leave devastating
emotional scars.
"I'm not sure many schools
have the support services necessary to deal with that. There are
a lot of consequences. A false
negative can also provide students with a false sense of
confidence."
If the school tested has a
low incidence of AIDS, Goodhart said, students may think
they have nothing to fear -- and
years of safe sex education could
be ignored. "Will students do

anything different after the test?
That's a question we have to
ask."
A member of the Michigan
State Lesbian/Gay Council who
asked to be identified only as
Steve, said the test would be
worthless unless participants
were notified of their results.
"Otherwise," he said, "you're not
doing anything for anybody."
"I would want the results if
I could get them anonymously,"
agreed Patrick Springer, a Rutgers junior.
Few students, added Goodhart, would be willing to participate in a testing program. "I'm
not sure you gain as much as
you lose."

Revised GSL Regulations Create Frustration
And Confusion On College Campuses
College Press Service
The first crop of students to
feel the pinch to new, tighter
Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL)
rules is encountering confusion
and frustration aid officials on
many campuses report.
The rules themselves went
into effect last fall, after most of
the loans for fall term had been
made. Some students who are
just now getting loans for the
current term are feeling the
pinch.
At the University of Nebraska-Omaha, for example,
many students still don't understand the new eligibility requirements, financial aid Director J. Philip Shreves said. "one
thing I can say about the
changes is that it will be difficult to explain to students why
they are or aren't eligible."

Students at Southwest
Missouri State University were
apparently so confused by the
new eligibility rules that rumors
of financial aid cuts swept the
campus in January.
To determine if a student
was eligible for a GSL in the
past, financial aid counselors
examined student and parents'
income, the number of dependents in the student's family, and
the number of children in that
family attending college.
Now, under the federal
Higher Education Act of 1986,
most of which went into effect
last fall, counselors must look
at other forms of revenue and
holdings -- such as real estate
and investments -- before deciding if a student should receive a
GSL.
By examining other forms
of income, many students and
their families are too wealthy to

quality for the low-cost loans.
Some observers predicted as
many as 20 percent of those
students who received GSLs last
year would not be eligible for
the loans this year.
To add to the confusion, the
U.S. Department of Education
will add a step to the GSL process next year by requiring
recipients to undergo loan
counseling. The Education Department will work with colleges and lending institutions
"to make sure students understand their obligations," said
spokesman Leo Paszkicwicz.
Paszkiewicz hopes counseling will decfease the numbers of
students who default on GSLs
after they graduate. GSL defaulters now owe $1.6 billion,
he said. "It's a real problem.
We're trying a lot of different
things to get loans repaid."

The CAMPUS Asks:

CRUISE SHIPS
NOW HIRING M/F
Summer & Career Opportunities
(Will Train). Excellent pay plus
world travel. Hawaii, Bahamas,
Caribbean, etc. CALL NOW:

206-736-0775
Ext. 3265

Should Allegheny have a squatter's
rights policy for residence hall rooms?
by Nelson da Costa, Jr.
Staff Writer
"I think one should have the
choice to choose if he/she wants
to keep the same room or residence hall." -- Tim O'Brien
'91

Gifts for big sis, little sis, roomie,
boyfriend, girlfriend, parents,
future mother-in-law
We're interested in engraving no
matter where you buy the gift.
Our prices are competative.
We're excited about engraving for
free if you obtain the gift from us.
We do Greek letters.

KERR'S JEWELRY STOR •
221 CHESTNUT ST

"Yes, I agree with the proposed
squatter's rights program.
Squatter's rights would not only
save residence life some time in
the lengthy room draw process,
but would also save those students wishing to occupy the
same room unnecessary participation in room draw." -Suzanne Carmack '89
"Yes, I think Allegheny should
implement squatter's rights. It's
only fair for those who enjoy
living in a particular place to
have the option to live there
again. It's worked in other
schools and I'm sure it could
work here too." -- Susan Hart
'89
"I don't see why not. If you
have found a place on campus
which you like, then by all
means you should have a choice
to stay there. Hopefully the
squatters will not interfere with
the incoming freshmen, or those

who elect not to remain in their
present rooms - so it's a new
policy, we'll just have to wait
and see." -- Bill Allen '89

make the whole process fair;
implementing 'squatter's rights'
would negate this system." -Traci Cothran, '90

"No, I don't think there should
be a squatter's policy in the
residence halls because it would
rule out the room draw process.
The system we have now is arbitrary to all students by the
random selection of numbers." -Maria Perez '88

"I would agree to a squatter's
rights policy because some people really like their rooms, and I
see no reason why they
shouldn't be able to keep them it
it makes them happy." --Shannen Doman, '91

"Yes, I think that you should
have the right to keep your
room if you like it for the following year. In addition to this,
you could leave your personal
belongings there during the dinner break." -- Juan Moreno,
'91

"Yes I feel that Allegheny
should institute squatters rights.
The way the system operates
now, one year you could get
lucky and then the next, you're
left out in the cold. Having the
choice of keeping your room
would definitely improve the
room draw dilemma." -- Mariann Marcher '88

"Yes, I believe there should be a
squatters rights policy. I f
someone wants to retain their
same place of residence for the
next year they should be allowed. This policy would
eliminate constant moving, that
some people despise." --Darin
Gogstetter, '91
"No, I thought the random
number system was supposed to

"Yes, because I don't want to
worry about living in Ravine
next year if I get a bad room
draw number." -- Sheldon
Stokes '91
"Yes, A bad room draw is terrible enough. If someone can't
get a better room they should at
least be able to stay where they
are." -- Eric Blake '90
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College Women Chronicled
by Nicole Mischler
Staff Writer
Professor Helen Horowitz,
in her lecture, "Women Confront Higher Education", discussed how higher education has
historically both propelled
women into the public arena and
limited them in that arena as
well.
"Education has offered
tools, enlightenment and potential for power, but since higher
education is operating within the
power structure, much potential
has been lost." Horowitz said.
The first women in college
were outsiders. It took courage
for them to go. There was a
unique blend of students.
"Very unusual women were
going to school with very conventional men" Horowitz said.
In the mid-nineteenth century,
when women first started
attending universities, they were
pioneers. Men however, were
expected to go to college.
In 1865 Vassar, the first
women's college, opened and
gave women new opportunities.
By the 1900's, college for
women had become more acceptable, but. the
"unconventional" women was
still the majority on college
campuses.
Horowitz said fifty percent
of the women graduates never
married during a time period
when only 10% of the nongraduates remained unmarried.
Higher education gave women

power, but society had no place
for them. Many female graduates became teachers or worked
in reform politics, giving them
a reputation of being "strong
minded" and liberal.
According to Horowitz, as
college became more acceptable,
more daughters of the upper
class began to attend. Distinctions began to form between
women students. There were
"swells" or wealthy female students who went to college as a
sort of finishing school for their
proper places in society. There
were "grinds" who tended to be
less affluent and more serious
about college. Others were the
"freaks" who went to college
merely to learn.
The distinctions between
women grew as mere middle
class and upper class women
started going to college, said
Horowitz. As more "conventional" women entered
college, higher education began
to be a sort of social way-station.
"College years were seen as
an extension of one's social life"
Horowitz said.
Sororities began to grow in
the early 20th century, increasing the difference between the
"swells" who wanted to socialize, and the "grinds" who came
to college for a more serious
purposes, stated Horowitz. The
sorority sisters tended to be the
wealthier students. Selection
was very exclusive.
When dating began to occur
in co-ed schools, the sororities

Assistant Residence Life
Position Announced

became even more selective.
Women's roles shifted on campus. A woman's popularity and
beauty became her only way of
gaining status on a campus.
Fraternity men tended to choose
girls from certain sororities,
hence girls were chosen for
sororities only if they wouldn't
lower the "status" of that
sorority.
When asked about greek life
today, Horowitz said sororities
and fraternities c" , •ld be "very
limiting." The problem is, she
said, sororities and fraternities
tend to put "like with like."
"College can be a time
when you encounter 'the other' someone completely unlike you.
Belonging to a sorority or fraternity reduces the, chance of integration." Horowitz said.
Horowitz expressed a desire
Allegheny would not be segmented into "grinds" a n d
"swells." "I hope Allegheny
will work not towards separation
but towards connectedness to
others," said Horowitz.
Despite the emphasis on
sororities, Horowitz said
"Opening college to women was
as important to giving women a
role in the public arena as was
giving women the vote." She
discussed opportunities given to
women by higher education.
On discussing these opportunities, Horowitz expressed her
frustration over the potential
wasted by colleges. Women,
she said learn the roots of male
power -- logic, science, etc, but
have no expression for them.
When college became an arena
for beauty and popularity contests, Horowitz said, the potential in women's contributions to
society in a public realm was
delayed for many decades.
Horowitz compared college
students today to a small group
of female students from the 19th
century. She expressed her concern for the goals and ambitions
of today's students.
Horowitz is presently doing
research on M. Carrie Thomas,
an early president of Bryn Mawr.
Horowitz used Thomas as an
example of the limitations education has imposed on women.
M. Carrie Thomas, a late
19th century scholar, dedicated
her life to study. She went
abroad to study and to receive
her PhD. at the University of
Zurich. Upon returning to the
U.S. she became the president of
Bryn Mawr.
Horowitz used Thomas as
an example because she became
a scholar to become one of the
elite. Horowitz said she saw
Thomas' attitude as dangerous to
education and society, for it implied a specialized belonging
only to those who were above
the masses. It also implied a
lack of moral or ethical concern.
Thomas Horowitz said, studied
in a moral vacuum.

Photo by Paul Glock

Professor Helen Horowitz spoke on the history of collegeeducated women in her lecture Monday in Ford Chapel.

Dober Receives Proposals
by Kim Walton
Staff Writer
Richard Dober of Dober and
Associates met with the three
subcommittees of the Facilities
Planning Committee on February 8 and 9. Dober received the
Allegheny 2000 proposals,
proposing plans for improved
student center, updated athletic
facility and new science complex.
Dober and Associates is the
consulting firm hired by the
college to help with the Allegheny 2000 project. The firm
is based in Cambridge, Ma.
Dober was very impressed
with the proposals of the subcommittees. Dober said the
proposals are, "very focused,
useful, exciting, and important
to Allegheny's future." He was

ASG Considers Constitutions
by Dave Defazio
Staff Writer

legheny have professional residence hall directors. "We afe
unique in having student R.D.'s,
which is great, but they are still
"We need to be more aware students," said Cantor.
of student needs and desire," said
Rather than switching to
Director of Residence Life Ron professional R.D.'s, Cantor valCantor, as he announced a new ues the student leadership inposition on the residence life volved with being an R.D.
staff planned for next year.
However, Cantor feels a profes"We're creating a brand new sional link is still needed with
position. The title will be as- the residence life office. The
sistant director of residence life, new position is designed to be
so now there will be two assis- this link.
tant directors," Cantor said.
The second assistant director
A national search will be of residence life will, according
conducted to fill the position to Cantor, "get to know as
Cantor said he is looking for a many students as possible perperson with experience in resi- sonally. Residence Life will be
dence life, perhaps as a residence more decentralized."
hall director. The candidate
Cantor said the assistant dimust be "comfortable working rector will also play a role in
with students most of the day, improving hall councils. Closer
not administrators," Cantor ex- contact with students and R.A.'s
plained.
will aid in the development of
The new assistant director residence hall programming.
will concentrate on student-staff
"While I meet with the
relations, with probable focus R.D.'s often and groups of
on social, cultural and recre- R.A.'s occasionally, this person
ational programming, said Can- may go to the regular staff
tor. In order to promote meetings within a particular
interaction with students, the residence hall," Cantor elaboratnew assistant director's office ed
will be located in one of the
residence halls. Cantor stressed,
the assistant director would not
be a live-in position.
Baldwin Hall is under consideration for the site, because
It's not too early to
Baldwin is the largest of the
residence halls and is centrally
start planning your
located. Cantor elaborated,
SPRING
BREAK!!
"We're looking at Baldwin, but
it is by no means definite.'
located in County Market
According to Cantor, most
Call now: 337 0252
residential colleges like Al-

by Rebecca Roolf
News Editor

impressed with the students,
faculty and staffs involvement
in the development of the proposals.
Dober explained projects
with major renovations, construction or changes take time.
There are four steps to a project
such as Allegheny 2000. first,
the planners must define their
needs and put an approximate
price on the project. This is
what Allegheny is doing now.
The next step is fundraising.
Dober explained this is the most
difficult and time consuming
step. The third is designing
three facilities. Finally, the
construction begins.
Dober believes the three
proposals are necessary to Allegheny's future. He added he
would like to see Allegheny
2000 "happen faster than it
probably will."

The Allegheny Student
Government (ASG) discussed
three new organizations and took
suggestion on campus improvements last night.
Council approved Hillel's
constitution for the second time,
officially recognizing the organization. Council also ratified
the Allegheny Democrats' Constitution for the first time.
A representative from the
Judo Club was also present to
explain the group's purpose to
council. ASG sent the ne w
constitution to rules committee
for closer observation

Jerry lamurri ASG president, informed council that Carol St. Clair will send a letter to
the Pennsylvania Department of
Transportation, requesting
pedestrian crossing signs be
placed at the college borders.
Iamurri also said he is waiting
to hear from the Honor Committee on the ASG resolution
proposing new Honor Committee members must be approved
by a two-thirds vote of ASG
council.
ASG members were given
the opportunity to make
suggestion for campus improvements. Members mentioned a need for more washers
and dryers in residence halls.

Study Abroad
.2

ITHACA COLLEGE
LONDON CENTER
■ SEMESTER OR YEAR PROGRAM
■ ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT
■ BRITISH FACULTY
COURSES — British and European studies
are offered in literature, history, art history,
drama, music, sociology, education,
psychology, communications, and politics.
Special program offered in theatre. Internships available to qualified students in
International business, social services,
communications, political science,
economics and theatre.
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Dinner Held
For Shrove
Tuesday

Dean Stewart Given Award
by Katie Davin
Staff Writer

dent of Admissions Practices, a
position he will hold until
October of 1988. This office
involves the monitoring ethics
of the Admissions process.
Stewart's new job demands
confidentiality and sensitivity,
since it sets the standards
regarding the "dos and don't" of
college admissions policies.
Stewart, a long time member of the Allegheny community, has been involved with
the college's admission procedures since 1960, when he was
the assistant director of admissions. He later was appointed director. In 1980,
Stewart assumed the position of
dean.

Last October, the National
Association of College Admissions Counselors (NACAC)
presented Richard Stewart, dean
of admissions, with their
About 60 people attended
Executive Board Award.
the Shrove Tuesday Pancake
The NACAC is a profesSupper last night in Skylight
sional
organization composed of
dining hall.
college
admission personnel and
The supper last night was
high school counselors who are
sponsored by the Religious Acconcerned with the transition
tivities Committee and the Alfrom high school to college,
legheny Campus Ministry.
The 3800 member group honChaplain Don Skinner and
ored Stewart for his work as
Catholic Campus minister Dave
chairman of their National
Roncolato supervised the event.
Search Committee.
Shrove Tuesday is a
Stewart's main responcelebration dating from medieval
sibility involved guiding the
times that marks the last day
committee in its quest for a new
before the beginning of Lent. It
NACAC executive director.
is the English version of the
Stewart supervised many aspects
French "Mardi Gras." Originalof the search including rating
ly, the party was held to concriteria and the screening prosume the food forbidden during
cess. The committee's job ended
lent. Otherwise, this food
successfully in January of 1987
would spoil due to lack of rewith the appointment of a new College Press Service
frigeration.
executive
director.
Chaplain Skinner said that
Public Affairs Photo
although this was the first time
Pell Grant checks for milStewart's NACAC duties,
a Shrove Tuesday event was held Allegheny Dean of Admissions Richard Stewart was
lions of students during the
however,
did
not
end
with
this
honored for his work with the National Association of
here, he hopes it will become a
appointment. He assumed the 1988-89 school year may get
College Admissions Counselors.
tradition.
interim duties of the Vice-Presi- smaller, or vanish entirely, the
U.S. Dept. of Education warned
colleges around the country.
As many as 53,000 low-income students could lose their
Pell Grants while 1.2 million
students could get smaller grants
next year because the governCourtesy New York Times
ment is about $99 million short
in its grant budget, the administration warned.
In a Feb. 1 "Dear ColNICOSIA, CYPRUS, Feb. 15- An explosion today crippled
league" letter to campuses, EduVIENNA, Feb. 15 -- Despite the deepening divisions in
cation Dept. officials blamed
a ferry that was expected to carry Palestinian deportees on a symAustria and growing calls for his resignation, President Kurt
Congress for the shortfall, saybolic voyage to Israel, port officials and the Palestine Liberation
Waldheim told his nation today that he would "not retreat in the
Organization said.
ing it raised the maximum Pell
face of slanders, hateful demonstrations, and wholesale condemnaThe P.L.O., which was organizing the so-called "journey of
Grant to $2,200 for 1988 withtions."
out appropriating enough money
return,' blamed Israel for the blast at the Cypriot port of Limassol
Mr. Waldheim's nationally televised address followed a week
to give students that much
and said it had apparently been caused by a limpet mine. No inof turmoil in Austria since a panel of international historians isjuries were reported.
more.
sued a damaging report on his record as an officer with the GerTo solve the problem, the
The explosion occurred less than 24 hours after three P.L.O
man Army in World War II.
military commanders were killed in a car-bomb explosion at the
department said it will either
The report concluded that Mr. Waldheim must have known of
same port.
shave $31 off every Pell Grant
the atrocities committed by the army unit in which he served in
recipient's check next year, or
the Balkans, but had done nothing to stop them and subsequently
cut as much as $400 from "least
worked to conceal his Balkan service altogether. At the same
needy" students so the "most
time, the commission said it found no evidence that Mr. Waldneedy" students could get the
heim had committed war crimes.
BEIJING; Feb. 15- In the strongest language to date, China
full $2,200.
has described its relations with the United States as potentially
The letter warned the deunstable and attacked what it said was interference in its internal
partment was giving Congress
affairs.
until April 30 to come up with
"Over the past year or so a succession of unpleasant incidents
WASHINGTON, Feb. 15- The paradoxes of President Reamore
money, or it would start
has
led
to
disputes
which
have
introduced
some
instability
in
gan's budget policies have left a seven-year record that has puzzled
cutting "least needy" students off
Sino-U.S. relations," said Huan Xiang, the director of the Center
some fiscal expert and upset liberal critics and conservative supthe Pell Grant roles for next
for International Studies, writing in the authoritative Beijing Reporters alike.
year.
view.
Most agree that Mr. Reagan has lowered expectations of
"They're telling us that if
"The influence of destabilizing factors on the development of
what the federal government can and should do, reordered the nawe don't do something, they'll
relations between China and the United States may haunt us for
tion's priorities and changed the terms of the fiscal debate. Indeed,
do something harmful," comthe next decade or more," Mr. Huan said.
as Mr. Reagan prepares to send a budget to Congress for his last
plained
Gray Garwood, chief aide
He outlined six problems in relations between the two nayear in office, his Presidency has made it perilous for any politiof
the
House
Postsecondary Edtions,
among
them
American
sanctions
for
what
the
Reagan
Adcian to propose new programs without specifying how to pay for
ucation Subcommittee.
ministration has charged were Chinese arms sales to Iran; Conthem. But while liberals deplore the demise and curtailment of
Garwood doubts Congress
gressional displeasure over China's record on human rights;
domestic programs and the $140 billion increase in military
could
meet the deadline -- which
Washington's continued arms sales to Taiwan and the
spending, conservatives lament a missed opportunity to dismantle
the
Education
Dept. says is necAdministration's
continuing
criticism
of
China's
family
planning
the "welfare state" permanently. Fiscal experts, meanwhile, fear
essary because it must establish
programs. He also cited Congressional resolutions that criticized
that the huge debts incurred during the Reagan years will afflict
final Pell Grant payment schedChina's handling of demonstrations in Tibet and - in the one area
the nation well into the next century.
ules by April 30 -- and questions
where he conceded some unhappiness might be warranted- impathe department's numbers.
tience with the pace of china's "opening up to the outside world."
Congress, depending on a
Congressional Budget Office
BOSTON, Feb. 15- Senior Soviet scientists asserted today
(CBO) estimate, budgeted $4.42
that they have no need to steal computer secrets for military apbillion
to give out in Pell
plications because the level of computer science in their country
BOSTON, Feb. 15 (AP)- The disk-shaped Milky Way galaxy
Grants
for
the 1988-89 school
is already high.
is not flat, but instead resembles a warped phonograph record and
year, Garwood said.
They conceded that computer production in the Soviet Union
is adorned with a delicate scalloped edge, new observations show.
But the Education Dept.,
lagged badly behind that of other advanced nations, including Tai"The scalloping is something we don't understand," said Leo
using different estimates, thinks
wan. But for such military applications as making submarines
Blitz, an astronomer at the University of Maryland.
it'll have to give out $4.5 bilquieter and harder to detect, the scientists said, Soviet computer
Speaking at the annual meeting of the American Association
lion in Pell Grants.
technology is already self-sufficient.
for the Advancement of Science, which ended here yesterday, Mr.
CBO estimates, said
The Soviet claim to mastery of many aspects of computer
Blitz said, "Our picture of the galaxy has changed significantly in
Charles Saunders of the Ameritechnology was made during a five-day meeting here of the Amerthe last 5 to 10 years."
can Council on Education, have
ican Association for the Advancement of Science. Fourteen leadThe Milky Way, once considered merely a typical example of
proven more accurate in the
a spiral galaxy, is now thought to be a much more exciting and
ers of major Soviet research institutions were among the 5,500
past.
interesting aggregation.
scientists there.

by Julie A. Wagner
Staff Writer

Pell Grants
Reduced For
1988-89
School Year

World & National News Update
Waldheim Refuses To Step Down

Explosion Cripples Deportee Ferry

China Condemns U.S. Interference

Reagan Leaves Upsetting Record

Soviets: No Need For U.S. Secrets

Galaxy Resembles Warped Record
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Changes In Banking Industry
Examined By McLaughlin
by Susan On
Staff Writer
How and why is the banking industry changing? These
questions were ans w ere d
Wednesday afternoon in Sandra
McLaughlin's lecture, "A Focus
on the Financial Services Industry".
McLaughlin, Senior Vice
President at Mellon Bank, has
been in the industry for 2 9
years. She is also an Allegheny
graduate and currently serves on
the College's Board of Trustees.
McLaughlin said there has
been "more change in the banking industry in the last ten years
in the previous 100 years".
Specifically, she examined
changes in the language describing banking. For example,
banks are now referred to as a

Computers
Psychology

Interfaced
by Paul Glock
Student Writer

"Computers and Psychology" and interface between the
two was the topic of Dr. David
Anderson's lecture last Wednesday evening at the Allegheny
Psychological Association
meeting in Carnegie Hall.
This relationship, according
to Anderson, while extensive, is
demonstrated by a few examples,
such as using computers as
worktools for psychologists.
Psychologists use computers for
controls in experiments and to
collect and manipulate statistics.
Anderson also pointed out the
use of computers as models for
testing new theories. Given a
situation and possible reactions,
a computer simulation of the
situation is constructed. Computer-generated "people" run
through the simulation in order
to confirm of deny the theory.
Anderson spoke about a
project designed for the last
Olympic games. A multi-lingual information center was used
by people of all languages.
People asked questions through
a telephone to a computer and
received answers in their native
language. As Anderson explained, "This was obviously an
important computer development because it is the use of
language with computers, but it
was developed by psychologists,
" concentrating on the idea of
"people first." Models of the
system were tested by groups of
people. Only after the development of an acceptable design
was the actual computer software designed.
There are difficulties caused
by the interaction between the
two fields, however. Problems
are related to the depth and range
experience. A computer is unable to have the wealth of
knowledge an individual gains
during his life. This makes
computer responses obviously
"inhuman". The computer-generated responses in a model may
therefore misrepresent true human response. Anderson clarified, "[the computer] finds it
easy to account for simple
things, but when you start talking about the richness of human

part of the financial services industry.
She went on to discuss
some of the implications of this
recent change. She said the
name 'financial services industry'
evolved because the financial
network is now expanding to
include companies other than
banks. For example, companies
such as Sears and American Express are taking over some of
the functions once carried out
solely by banks.
McLaughlin also said the
change in terminology reflects a
new way of thinking about
banks. Recently, banks have
been moving towards providing
more conveniences for their
customers. For example, new
banks are likely to be built on
easy to reach sites. Automated
teller machines give customers
24-hour access to their money.
Also, banks now concentrate
more on approaching new customers and developing ways to
provide services to them.
McLaughlin also stated,
"banks are becoming less assetoriented". Instead, she said, "our
business is moving units of
information". Because of this
change, the financial services
industry is supported by a core
of technology. McLaughlin related this fact to the theory that
computer trading may have
contributed to October 19th's
stock market crash.
McLauglin also foresees
"more activity on the regulatory
front", even though she feels
this might be set back by October 19th's stock crash.

AP Photo Courtesy Meadville Tribune

Swiss skier Pirmin Zurbriggen flies past a course flag in the men's downhill event.
Zurbriggen and team mate Peter Mueller swept away with the Olympic gold and silver.

First 1988 U.S. Olympic Medal Won
by Rebecca Roolf
News Editor
The XVth Olympiad kicked
off to the cheers of a crowd of
60,000 people attending the
opening ceremony in Calgary's
McMahon Stadium last Saturday.
For the first time in eight
years, the United States will go

face-to-face with the Soviet
Union in the winter games. The
USSR boycotted the 1984
Olympics.
The first medal to go to
United States competitors was
awarded last night to Peter
Oppegard and Jill Watson in the
figure skating event. Oppegard
and Watson took a bronze to the
USSR's gold won by Sergei

Grinkov and Ekaterina Gordeeva.
In ice hockey, the United
States lost last night in a close
battle with Czechoslovakia,
bringing the U.S. record to 1-10. Tonight the American team
will face off against the Soviets
for the first time since defeating
the USSR in the final fight for
the gold at Lake Placid's 1980
Olympics.

I

Fourscore and seven years ago....
0

Isn't it better to
be on the news
staff saying,
"Isn't it better to
be on the news
staff than out in
the cold snow"
rather than out in
the cold snow saying, "Isn't it better to be on the
news staff than out
\—_in the cold snow?"

Get on the news staff. Contact THE
CAMPUS, box 12, or call 724-5386.
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Robbins Tells Tales Of Africa
by Missy Davidson
Staff Writer
Come explore the land of
Cameroon, Africa where,
according to Professor of Biology Dr. Laurie Robbins, giant
rats are common house pets and
huge termites are a delicacy vivaciously sought after by the
Camaridians.

During her expedition, an
important aspect of her work
included analyzing blood samples to trace the spread of diseases in the surrounding areas.
Robbins explained "bush meat"
served in restaurants ranged from
small game to even large rats.
Because wild mammals are
commonly eaten, she stressed,
blood samples serve as protectors and indicators of disease.

She and her fellow scientists
received permission from
Robbins presented her
locals
to trap rats in houses.
"eclectic slides" of a field jourRats,
she
said, are very common
ney to Cameroon in the summer
of 1978. She and three others in homes and some were quite
studied rats and bats for the tame. Often they received perCarnegie Museum of Natural mission to trap the rats in exchange for letting the residents
History in Pittsburgh.
keep the meat. She explained
Her lecture, presented last one major disease was found to
Wednesday for the Society of be caused by a virus in a certain
Environmental Awareness, subspecies of a house rat.
touched on concerns ranging
Robbins also discussed the
from the ethical to the medical
problems
encountered with vanand social aspects of studying
ishing
species
in the developing
mammals.
countries. Natives in these
Robbins stressed trapping countries are concerned with
animals for research implies a getting enough firewood and
strong ethical responsibility for trying to farm, she said. Therea scientist. she explained taking fore, wildlife concerns take a
the life of a creature compelled backseat.
her to get the most information
For example, the loss of
from the specimen. She and her Kenya's coastal forests and other
team trapped bats and rats, disappearing rainforests are dekeeping the skin and skeleton stroying habitats for many
but due to the lack of facilities plants, animals and insects.
and equipment they could not Robbins stressed the need for
retain the whole animal.
involvement to at least classify

these species before they vanish,
so we know what we lost.
She also discussed the difficulty of identifying species in
Africa and other countries, explaining species diversity is
great compared to North America. Mt. Cameroon, a volcano
jutting directly from the ocean,
has animals unique to tis areas,
she said. These areas need
species classification for future
generations.
Robbins related historical
classification efforts as a wealth
of information pertinent to the
present and future. She explained historical information
tells us many things, including
how species have adapted to man
and man's interference. The
well-documentated tragedy of
very fragile,thinner bird shells
caused by DDT concentrations
was discussed as an example.
She also praised the collaborative efforts made by the locals in helping her team. Obtaining permits and getting permission officials and even
finding a can was eased by making contacts and friends.
In closing, Robbins said the
need to learn physiological data
ultimately is to help preserve
species. She explained past data
us trace history and learn about
the present , as well as to determine man's effer.+Ls on the natural world and its inhabitants.

Curriculum Committee Discusses Allegheny
Minor, Semester System, New Courses
by Megan Schneider
Assistant News Editor
The Curriculum Committee
discussed the latest curriculum
proposal compiled by Provost
Andrew T. Ford at its meeting
Monday.

and the data we have on freshmen seminars suggests a better
retention of students and, for
faculty, a better experience with
advising."

Hogan, referring to faculty
approval, stated, "My own expectation is this sort of thing
will not pass. Then we'll just
have to write more proposals."

Both James Hogan, profesThe committee also continsor of Classics, and Susan ued to review submitted course
Scheuring, student committer; proposals. English 490 (Topics
member, voiced concern about of Journalism), Modern LanA major change from Ford's who the committee viewed as an guage 190 (freshmen section)
last proposal was the language overloading of classes for stu- and Art 490 (The Renaissance
used to describe the minor. The dents with the proposed semester Woman) were approved while
English 140 (Non-fiction Writminor outside the division of the system.
major will now be referred to as
Hogan stated, "We should ing) was set aside because of
a concentration outside the divi- make every effort possible on difficulties involving prerequision of the major. This change the semester system to prevent a sites and cross-listing.
was a result of Ford's meeting student from taking more than
Next week the committee
with the department chairmen. five courses."
will review the revision of the
Ford stated, "The expectation of
Haytock-Zolbrod proposal for
Scheuring suggested the
the chairmen is that we would
Interdisciplinary Studies 190committee "Find some way to
be tripping over terminology
191 (Programming as Commuspread it out a little bit to make
and it is not clear where departnication and The Essay a s
it easier for students."
ment degrees fit."
Communication).
The committee had mixed
Ford outlined the t w o
feelings about the effectiveness
different sets of goals concerning
of
the present proposal. Hogan
the proposal. The curriculum
stated
Ford, "Feels this proposal
objectives emphasize writing.
The chairmen's goals involve an is pretty close to one the chairemphasis on common experi- men will approve, recommend
ence and at least one course for and take to faculty" next term.
Mary Wagner, professor of
freshmen with fewer than fifteen
Modern Languages, mentioned
students.
the proposal is "not exactly the
Ford believes the effects of offspring of what we voted on
these objectives to be "a vehicle when we agreed to look at opfor guaranteeing one small class
tions."

Single Session reg. $4.00
NOW $3.25
10 Session Package reg.$33
•
NOW $24.99
1 Month Unlimited Use
Now $45.00
Offers expires 2/29/88
On Downtown Mall, Meadville, Pa 337-CATS

794 Park Avenue,
Meath ilk,
Pennsykania 16335
Telephone: 814-724-6685

Photo by John Kieger

A live cow helped advertise the grand opening of
McKinley's last Friday night. A model of the Bentley bell
tower graced the lawn of the post office Friday afternoon.

Correction
In the article entitled
"Justice Discusses Law" published in the January 3 issue of
The Campus, The Honorable
Jack Mandel was cited as a
member of the Supreme Court
of California.
Mandel is actually a judge

of the Superior Court of the
State of California, Orange
County. The Superior Court is
the highest level trial court in
the California court system.
The Campus regrets any
misconceptions this error has
caused.

fte
Whole Darn Thing
Sub Shops
FREE BIG VALUE DRINK
WITH ANY PURCHASE
OF $5.00 OR MORE

1
1
I
Offer expires 2-23-88 / Good on delivery orders only
I
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WE DELIVER
6-10 Mon.-Sat. (9:30 last call)
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Editorial
Where Is Iowa, Anyway?
New Hampshire. Isn't that the state between Vermont and...no, wait, its the one right by Iowa....
somewhere like that. Anyway, it must be very important
because that's where the first presidential primary is held.
It seems that every four years, New Hampshire and
Iowa come leaping out of the woodwork as the two most
noted authorities on presidential-type politicians. After
that job is done, they go back to doing whatever Iowans
and New Hampshirites do best. Why?
These two states are reaping the economic benefits of
holding the first two presidential contests of the election
year. They are flooded every election year with campaign
staffs and media personnel, and the states make a lot of
money in the process. That is not by accident, but by design. Iowa and New Hampshire want this money and are
determined to remain first to get it. Such a "Let's make a
buck on the election" attitude makes a mockery of the
nomination process. These states overlook the important
issues, and instead occupy themselves with making more
money.
The most important issue here is that Iowa and New
Hampshire are not representative of the rest of the United
States, and instead, are unique. These polls are weighted
heavier than Texas, New York or Pennsylvania, any of
which may be a better barometer of national sentiment.
But, their deliberate proximity to the beginning of the race
makes Iowa and New Hampshire the ultimate litmus tests
of a candidates viability. If a candidate cannot perform
well in these early races, he is eliminated.
One of the problems with this system, at least with
Iowa's role therein, is that the Iowa Caucus is really just a
straw poll. Unlike a primary at which ballots are cast, the
caucus participant must remain for the evening and take
part in a complex speechmaking and lobbying process. A
candidate can pack his loyalists in a bus and thus skew
the results in his favor.
To compound this, the media then uses these contests, and the polls which precede them, to make predictions which fulfill themselves. Thus, an unelectable like
Pat Robertson is pictured as a contender, while another,
more suitable candidate (like a Bruce Babbitt or a Pete du
Pont) is no longer given press attention. The public is
told that these Iowan results are significant, and so those
results become significant when the public supports the
"front runner."
Now, we have no solution to the problem of the
press-created front runner. But, then again, we don't
need one. If the first primaries were held in more typical
states, Lhe front-runners who emerged would better fit the
front-runner title, and the candidates which subsequently
faced the rest of the nation in the remaining primaries, and
later the general election, would better represent the candidates best liked by the voting public.

Editorial Board Vote 5-0

Writing THE CAMPUS ?
Please include your full name
and phone number with your
letters.
Any letter that cannot be verified
will not be printed
The CAMPUS welcomes all reader response.
We reserve the right to reject all letters not meeting our
standards of integrity, accuracy and decency and to edit all
grammatical errors. All opinions expressed in letters to the
editor are those of the author or authors and do not
necessarily represent the viewpoint of THE CAMPUS.
Deadline for letters is 5:00 pm the Monday before
publication. The letters must be typewritten, double spaced,
and signed, with a phone number included for verification.
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Pakistani Nuclear Weapons
Would Threaten World Stability
by David Sulivan
Guest Columnist
In the world today there are
five nations known to have nuclear weapons. These are the
United States, the U.S.S.R.,
Great Britain, France, and China. While there are other nations who possess the technology to produce nuclear weapons
they have refrained from doing
sc (i.e. India). Now Pakistan is
trying to develop a nuclear
bomb, and the world just doesn't
need it.
Pakistan argues it is not
trying to develop nuclear
weapons, that their interest is
only in energy. This is not the
case. There are two fuels that
can be used to make nuclear
weapons, enriched uranium and
plutonium. Uranium need only
be enriched to a very low level
to be used as a fuel. Pakistan is
developing the technology to
enrich uranium well beyond
what is needed to run reactors
but to exactly what is needed to
build weapons.
If Pakistan were only trying
to become a nuclear energy state
there would be no reason for it
not to sign the Non Proliferation Treaty. In fact, by signing
the treaty Pakistan may be able
to improve its relations with the
U.S. and other NPT signers, as
well as relations with other nations in its region. Pakistan
wants a nuclear weapon so it can
defend itself from the Indians and
the U.S.S.R. The development
and testing of a nuclear weapon
would have the exact opposite
affect.
If Pakistan thinks India will
sit by and watch them develop a
nuclear bomb, it is sadly
mistaken. The Indians could
start producing their own nuclear
weapons, thus creating a nuclear
weapons race in South Asia.
The second option for the Indians
could be a conventional war.
The Indians may decide to risk a
conventional war rather than see
a hostile neighbor go nuclear.
Pakistan is important to the
U.S. in South Asia to counter
the Soviet presence in

Afghanistan. The Soviets are
talking about setting a definite
time frame for withdrawal from
Afghanistan. If the Soviets do
withdraw, Pakistan will become
much less important to the U.S.
In fact, if Pakistan insists on
pursuing this reckless path, then
they should be cut off from all
foreign aid.
The threat to the U.S. of
our Pakisani "allies" developing
a nuclear weapon is greater than
it appears. It is reported that the
Pakistani nuclear program is
funded in part by Libya. Since
Libya has been carrying out an

all out terrorist war against the
U.S. and its citizens, there can
be the question as to what in return for its aid in developing it.
U.S.. Security and National interests could be put in jeopardy.
The U.S. should do everything in its power to prevent
Pakistan from developing
nuclear weapons. It is important for the United States to help
insure world stability, protect its
won National Interests, and encourage the spread of nuclear
technology for peaceful uses
only.

Southeast Asia Is
Unstable Enough
I am writing in response to
Saqib Hussain's article "Pakistan
Needs Nuclear Defense" in the
February 10 edition of The
CAMPUS,In his letter, he argues
Pakistan is in a precarious
strategic position, with hostile
nations on all borders, The
U.S. only aids Pakistan to the
extent necessary to supply
Afghan rebels with arms for
fighting the Soviets. Mr. Hussain goes on to argue, Pakistan
must prepare for its own defense
by means of nuclear weapons.
Now, although Pakistan's defending itself is a sound argument (I do not question Pakistan's right to survival), the
means for this defense which
Mr. Hussain proposes is rather
absurd.
According to Mr. Hussain's
letter, Pakistan is a nation
threatened to the North by ideologically inflamed Afghan rebels
and Soviet forces, to the West
by fundamentalist Iran, and to
the East by hostile India. We
are to assume, then, Pakistan is
centrally located in the hotbed
we refer to as Southeast Asia.
This location which is Mr.
Hussain's justification of Pakistan's possession of nuclear
arms.

It is this justification which
betrays Pakistan's "make my
day" attitude, and such an attitude shows willingness on the
part of Pakistan to use nuclear
weapons at the slightest provocation. Certainly, Mr. Hussain's final statement
"...[Pakistan] will not hesitate
to' fight the final Armageddon
with an Atomic Bomb" attests
to this willingness. Atomic
weapons are at best marginally
safe in the hands of nations who
will hesitate to fight the final
war. To place such technology
in the hands fo a defensive and
seemingly irrational government
is an idea I am reluctant to
entertain.
Nuclear arms can by justified only if they are used to deter
war. Deterrence, however, can
only work if one's opponents are
rational, and one can hardly
consider Khomeini's Iran, for
example, as such. To allow
Pakistan to possess nuclear arms
is to throw the proverbial match
into the powder keg. Pakistan's
defeat in war would be an undesirable occurrence indeed, but
better a communist Pakistan
than the annihilation of the
world.

Drew Abramovich
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Letters
From The Editor's Desk
Duke For King
Contras Are Not The Answer
To Nicaragua's Problems

by Ann Bomberger
Assistant Ed Page Editor

MP`

The next President has to be
willing to enter the White
House, rolling up his sleeves,
ready to get his hands dirty in
the economic mess President
Reagan has left for future generations. Nearly everyone has realized the hey day of the Reagan
era (the maybe-the-deficit-willgo-away-by-itself era) was
merely a pleasant but delusioned
dream. The deficit needs to be at
the top of the next President's
list or the Reagan dream will
transform into the next president's nightmare.
Michael Dukakis' success as
governor of Massachusetts
shows his strong organizational
ability and an impressive history
of cleaning up economic messes. His plan to reduce the deficit
by cracking down on tax collection, displays a willingness to
try innovative ideas. The fact he
can look at a problem and find
previously unthought of solution, places him above the rest.
He openly admits that if his IRS
crackdown does not begin to
work within a year, he will try
other means, such as raising
taxes.
But can he beat a Republican?
That's such a nasty question, not one we like to ask
ourselves. It would be nice if
we could stick our noses up in
the air and haughtily answer that
his ability to beat a Republican
should not be considered. But if
he isn't electable, it doesn't
make one bit of a difference how
good his policies are. We would
land up with Bob Dale o r
George Bush making appoint-

ments from the Oval Office
while our high and mighty ideology leaves us with a guy who
would be a great president but
can't seem to find a job.

Fortunately, I think
Dukakis can win the election,
but he will not win by a landslide. His good showing in
Iowa and victory in New Hampshire make him the Democratic
front runner. They will give
him the additional strength he
needs to face the states dreaded
by nearly every Democratic candidate - the conservative South.
Dukakis still has a good
deal of money which he will
certainly need during his Southern campaigns. Senator Paul
Simon will face his downfall in
the South. His liberal opinions
and lack of funds will strangle
him come Super Tuesday.
Dukakis' more moderate policies
and national recognition gained
from his New Hampshire victory will give him ammunition to
survive the struggle with the
South's favorite child, senator
Albert Gore.
But mere "survival" in the
South will not cut it in
November. The competent,
straight-arrow, economist will
have to choose his running mate
carefully. If he is smart, he will
pick Al Gore. While Dukakis
and Gore are about as politically
opposite as you can get within
the Democratic party, Gore's
strength in the South, aggressive foreign policy plans and
Ken doll appearance are exactly
what Dukakis needs. Gore is
too young and weak in the
North east to gain the nomination in 1988 himself, but there's
always 1992 for him.
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The editorial by the Board
supporting contra-aid came to
the conclusion that if the contras
don't get money, "the U.S,
will...HAVE TO intervene
militarily" in Central America.
Why?! Do these board members
rule out all hope for a solution
that doesn't involve war? Is
violence the only means they
can conceive of for settling disputes?
These three editorial board
members also concluded that the
Democrats who voted against
contra-aid though the vote in itself would bring peace : "To
them [Democrats], killing off
contra-aid is their highest goal."
This is a bitter conclusion, arrived at without any sense of the
relationship between contra-aid
and the Arias Peace Plan.
I assure, dear board members, the vote against contra-aid
is not a goal to be achieved for
its own sake, but is only a goal
insofar as it prevents the Arias
plan (the only non-military hope

Alleghenians
Need Bowling
Facilities
If the report by Kim Walton
on the subCommittees of the
Facilities Planning Committee
that recently appeared in The
CAMPUS is totally or nearly accurate, it is a grave mistake not
to include several bowling alleys
in the proposals. The bowling
alleys, which many colleges and
universities now have on their
campuses, could be located in
either a new sports/recreation
facility or the addition to the
Campus Center.
There are several good reasons for including several bowling alleys in any new facilities:
(1) due to the long Meadville
winters, bowling is a terrific indoor sport; (2) it would greatly
improve social life and social
options of students by giving
students another option for dating or recreation; (3) it would
prove more convenient for
physical education classes to
have such a facility on campus;
(4) it would create new workstudy jobs for students; (5) it
could enhance student-faculty
social interaction; (6) it would
create an outlet for one's energy
without involving time for
changing clothes and showering
that other athletic activities do;
(7) it is an activity even the
non-athlete can enjoy; (8) it is
the only form of physical exercise of which Professor Sheridan
is capable at this point in his
life because he is strong in spirit
but weak in flesh. If students
and staff agree with my suggestions, I hope you would make
your opinions known to either
committee by sending a note to
either or both Lloyd Michaels
and Archer Blood.

Dr. Carl Olsen

for a solution) from falling
apart. You've expressed concern
over Soviet military aid to the
Sandinistas but fail to see an
increase in Soviet aid is all that
will result from U.S. aid to the
contras.

Neither social justice
nor civil liberties can be
acheived by, and are
contradicted by, the use
of war and the contras.

As Arias has said, this
buildup on both sides will only
bring more war. You, the
board, however, see the reverse
to be true: those "who now celebrate the imminent death of the
contras don't seem to understand
this path (rejecting contra-aid)
leads to destabilization and war."
What does the board think
there is now in Nicaragua? The
contras are at war with Sandinistas. Perhaps many would not
call it an actual war - as between
the armies of nations. This may
be true if we look at the contras'
tactics. For example, they've
stayed away from Sandinista
military installations and have
chosen such targets as a farm
collective where contras killed a
pregnant women. When a 7
year old girl came outside after
hearing shooting, she was shot

to death. Sounds like propaganda, you say? Such IS the
nature of war. Call it anything
you want.
If the board believes rejecting the aid to the contras will
'bring' war, and President Arias
warns approving such aid will
extend the war, whom are we to
believe? Arias, the President of
Costa Rica, is a man who is
from the region, who understands the issues involved, with
a close-up view and a sense of
history of the situation. He is
man of peace who has devoted
his energies toward finding a
solution without violence.
The three board members
are thousands of miles away
from the scene trying to superimpose on an economically
devastated, war torn region all of
our political values and notions
of what life should be. Playing
Superpower ideological games
in other peoples' backyards, they
have never had to face the
consequences or do any of the
killing or dying. They can offer
nothing but more of the same.
What Central America has
revealed to us is:
1. People want freedom not so
much in the sense of civil liberties as in the sense of social and
economic justice.
2. Neither social justice nor
civil liberties can be achieved
by, and are in fact contradicted
by, the use of war and the contras.
Mike Creech

The Republicans
In New Hampshire

Republican New Hampshire Primary results,
with 92% of precincts reporting, are according to
Cable News Network.

V. Pres. George Bush
38%

Sen. Bob Dole
29%

,

Rep. Jack Kemp
13%

Gov. Pete du Pont
10%
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Somalia Grants Stay Of
Execution To Alleghenian
On behalf of Amnesty International, I would like to take
this opportunity to thank everyone within the Allegheny College community who h a s
worked on behalf of Suleiman
Nuh Ali, the former Allegheny
student who has been a "prisoner
of conscience" within a Somalian jail since 1982. The recent
commuting of his (and seven
others') death sentence to life
imprisonment may seem like a
partial victory at best. But it is
a very real victory indeed, and it
is one that hopefully can b e
pushed towards an even more
positive resolution in the future.
In the meantime, an important
point is that it may not have
happened at all if it had not been
for Allegheny's generous outpouring of support.
The nearly 900 signatures
that we received on our petitions
two weeks ago undoubtedly
provided a major support for the
efforts that were subsequently
made on Ali's behalf by former
Governor Shafer, Representative
Ridge, and Senators Heinz and
Specter. The deep concerns that
these influential people expressed to the Somalian Embassy, the United States Department of State, and other interested agencies were absolutely
critical to the successful resolution of this issue. We owe both
them and you a deep debt of
gratitude.
I would like to go a step
further, however, because I think
that these recent events provide
two important lessons. Standing at the very center of the
work being done by Amnesty
International and other human
rights organizations, the first
lesson is that public pressure

can work. It may often seem
that the force of unrestrained
power and violence is implaccable, that quiet voices of reason
and appeals to our common humanity cannot possibly move
those with power to change their
behavior. But this case, and so
many others like it, demonstrate
very clearly that voices emerging through a democratic government and a free press can be
extraordinarily effective when
they are concentrated and organized behind a specific cause.
We must take heart both in the
victories that can be won and in
the process of non-violent,
moral suasion that underwrites
such successful efforts.
At the same time, we must
recognize a second reality:
namely, that victories on behalf
of individual prisoners of conscience often do not fully address
the larger issue of long-term,
systematic violations of people's
human rights. The saving of
Suleiman Nuh Ali and his compatriots from what we firmly
believe to be an unjust sentence
is a significant achievement.
And, as we push to gain his
complete and unconditional release, we will seek the further
support of the Allegheny community. But even our possible
success in that effort will not
resolve all human rights prob"lems in Somalia, much less
those that exist in countless
other countries throughout the
world. The struggle for human
rights is a long-term struggle
that must be waged patiently,
yet firmly, everywhere and with
unceasing energy. And it is a
struggle in which we Americans, as a people who live in a
country that does protect peo-

The Democrats
.

In New Hampshire
Democratic New Hampshire Primary results,
with 92% of precincts reporting, are according to
Cable News Network.

Gov. Michael Dukakis Rep. Dick Gephardt
36%
20%

ple's human rights, bear an unusual responsibility. Not only
must we be vigilant in protecting our own rights but so too
must we link ourselves to the
larger community on the assumption that our freedoms are
intimately linked to the freedom
of peoples elsewhere. Membership in and sustained commitment to organization such as
Amnesty International are critically important if we are to fulfill these larger responsibilities.
As members of Amnesty
International, we are grateful for
the extraordinary support that
the college community already
has given us and we welcome
your future assistance as w e
work on behalf of Suleiman
Nuh Ali and other prisoners of
conscience and as we dedicate
ourselves to those broader issues
of human rights that seem to so
constantly confront us.

Giles Wayland-Smith
Faculty Adviser
Amnesty International

Presidential Potpourri Offers
Little To Primary Voter
by Nancy Whitehead
Guest Columnist
Are you as bored as I am
with this year's presidential
election? I didn't start out this
way. Actually I was excited.
This will be my first time voting--and in a presidential election! I quickly registered to vote
and applied for an absentee ballot. (Yes I voted in The New
Hampshire primary!)
A few weeks ago, to m y

suggesting that Paul Simon's
bow tie campaign is childish. I
would never do anything of the
sort.
Democrat or Republican,
you are hard pressed to find a
candidate that really excites anyone. (Except when people are
adding various expletives to the
conversation.)
Where are the spectacular
speeches that Roosevelt gave?
The youth and vigor of
Kennedy? The knowledge and
wisdom of Jefferson? The moral
backbone and
righteousness
of
They actually
took stands, had opinions, and
people knew why they voted for
them.
Bob Dole -- what does he
stand for? Haven't some of his
opinions radically altered since
the last time he ran for President? Does Governor Dukakis
think he can turn the entire U.S.
into a computer software industrial park? I know what Vice
President Bush looks like, but I
couldn't pick Gephardt out of a
crowd if my life depended on it.
DuPont, isn't that a chemical
company? Did I forget anyone?
Oh, Babbitt! Well he's a Democrat, they don't matter anyway.
It seems to me there is
nothing outstanding about any
one of these candidates. Some
how my youthful concept of

THE CANDIDATES
utter amazement I found an envelope in my mail box! No, it
wasn't a check from home. It
was my ballot. I hurriedly
opened the envelope and burst
into laughter. I held in my hand
a ballot for a presidential primary and it was pink!
I have come to the conclusion that pink is only too appropriate. Think about the color
pink. What comes to mind fluffy, airy, non-substantial,
non-committal, un-offensive,
nothingness, maybe even childishness? Do any of these terms
remind you of America's finest?
Now I'm not trying to imply Pat Robertson's views seem
to be non-substantial. Or that
anything Jessie Jackson says is
fluffy nothingness. Nor am I

helping to determine this country's future has been betrayed. I
feel like I'm voting for Franklin
Pierce or Tyler or Harrison. (Yes
they were Presidents.) Is anyone
going to remember who was
President from 1989-93? With
this group of contenders I doubt
it.
But you say, circumstance
is what made Roosevelt,
Kennedy, Lincoln and Jefferson
prove themselves. I agree.
Who knows what lies ahead of
us in the years to come. Since
we, as the voters have little to
judge the candidates on (What
have they really said these past
few months as they crossed the
country?) The only real criteria
we have is experience. For this
reason George Bush is the obvious choice.
OK, maybe he was involved
with the Iran-Contra fiasco. But
didn't Carter botch up Iran? We
all remember Nixon's great
mistake. Johnson did a great
job in Vietnam. And (Yes, I am
saying it) wasn't the Bay of Pigs
a big blemish on the Kennedy
administration? Can you really
believe everything was done
legally in those situations?
Maybe we'll get lucky this time.
George Bush has made his mistake. Maybe he'll learn from it.
I'd rather risk that, than to see
any of the other candidates as
our next president.

Have A Favorite
Presidential Candidate?
Tell Us About Him,
Write To BOX 12 Lim
Sen. Paul Simon
17%

Rev. Jesse Jackson
8%

THE CANDIDATES

It's Fun, It's Educational, And You'll Be Famous!
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SPORTS
SPOTLIGHT:

Story

The Gene
by E. Todd Rebich
Guest Columnist
Gene Williams was once
the typical elementary school
kid following his older brother
around. Gene started his athletic
career at the age of five when he
used an "adjusted" birth
certificate to get into the local
little league. Why did he do
this? Because he was a 5-year
old who belonged in the ranks of
8-year old Little Leaguers.
Gene's interest in basketball
was sparked by his brother
Daren and childhood idol "Dr.
J.", when he was 13 years old.
His budding career started slowly
as he was cut from the eighth
grade team. Twelve months and
several inches later, he tried out
for the Kenmore ninth grade
basketball team and emerged a
starter.

Junior transfer Gene Williamc

Volleyball Edges By
Grove City
by Cheryl Coiner
Staff Writer
In their toughest competition so far, the men's volleyball
team had to fight hard for their
win against Grove City last
Friday night.
The Gator's intensity level
varied greatly with either team
showing a score board advantage
at any given time. The initial
lead, was soon lost.
Big hits from team members Phil O'Keeffe, Rich Bondi
and Joe Lee reestablished their
momentum. The Gators finally
pulled out a first game 15-11
victory.
The entire second game was
a fight from behind for the
Gators. They held Grove City
at game point as the serve alternated five times. The Gators,
unable to capitalize on their
serves, lost the game 15-13.
The third game was a
duplication of the first, with the
lead constantly going from one
team to the other. Harcl work
and hustle from Gators Scott
Sharpe and Todd Nelson facilitated Allegheny's 15-11 victory.
The cagers only allowed Grove
City to get ahead once before
they took the match, winning
the fourth game 15-11.
Setter Bill Dawson was 1919 serving and had 29 assists.

O'Keeffe was second in assists
with 23, racked up 24 kills and
8 stuff blocks. Senior Lee made
22 perfect passes along with 8
kills while senior Sharpe had 15
perfect passes and 10 kills.
Nelson and Churan were also
valuable to the team with 6 kills
each. Nelson had 11 perfect
passes and Churan 4 solo
blocks.
With each game lasting for
about a half of an hour O'Keefe
admitted the team played well.
"We got tired at the end though.
We must work on endurance,"
he said. "We got down early
because passing was lacking at
times."

Gene continued to play
basketball and baseball all
throughout high school. He
became a regular varsity starter
for the Kenmore High hoop
team as a junior, along with
current partner on the court,
Garrett Daggett.
The summer before Gene's
senior year he and Daggett made
an all-star team that traveled Las
Vegas. During Gene's senior

year, he and Daggett led Kenmore High to victory in the
City League Championship and
helped the team earn runner up
standings in their region. Kenmore lost in the regional finals
to Walsh-Jesuit High headed by
current Allegheny J.V. point
guard, Gomer Smith, a
sophomore at the time.
After high school, Gene decided to attend Tiffin University
in Ohio. As a freshman,
Williams did something • not
many people do: he was an all
season athlete, playing football
(with no previous experience),
basketball, and baseball. Gene
was the sixth man for the Tiffin
University basketball team during his first year, helping Tiffin
achieve its best season ever.
They were regional champions
and finished with a 29-4 record.
Williams led the Tiffin
hoop squad in scoring and rebounding during his sophomore
year. He was also voted team
Most Valuable Player by his
teammates. At the end of
Gene's sophomore year, the Tiffin basketball coach announced
his resignation. Upon hearing
this news, Gene decided he
wanted to look for another college to attend. He narrowed his
choices down to Youngstown
State, where Tiffin's former

coach would be, and Allegheny
College. He chose Allegheny.
Gene says Coach Reynders,
who recruited him in his senior
year of high school, and Garrett
Daggett played major roles in
persuading him to attend Allegheny. He was also interested
in the Gator baseball program.
Now that Gene is at Allegheny, he hasn't hesitated to
display his basketball skills.
Williams has played a vital part
in the Gators's achievement of
this season's 19-4 record. He
currently leads the Gator basketball team in scoring (14.8
PPG), rebounding (8.8 RPG),
and he has the highest shooting
percentage (58.1%).
Gene also helped Allegheny
win their Christmas Tourney
and finish second in the Marietta
Tournament. He was named to
the All-Tournament team in
both competitions.
After basketball season,
Gene plans on joining Rich
Creehan's baseball team as a
pitcher and first basemen.
When Gene was asked who
his favorite NBA player was, he
replied "Magic Johnson." He
likes Johnson because "his
teams have been winners since
high school." It seems Gene
Williams and "Magic Johnson"
have a lot in common.

Medsger Optimistic For Playoffs
by Christof Heinrich
Staff Writer

The Gator hockey team endured a grueling weekend schedule playing three road games in
three days to come away with
one point out of a possible six.
The weekend began with a
four hour bus trip down to West
A major reason for the Virginia where Allegheny fell to
team's success is their depth. the Mountaineers 6-4.
Dominating the net in the midEric Thiele, Jim Muha and
dle hitter's position are O'Keeffe Phil Medsger scored for the
and Churan. Rounding out the Gators. Medsger's two third pefront row as hitters are Sharpe, riod goals rallied the Gators to
Lee, Ed Sherer, Bondi and Nel- within 5-4 but WVU scored an
son and Mike Portfilio. insurance goal to win 6-4.
Portfilio also is a backup setter
The Gators then had a days
behind O'Keeffe and junior Bill rest before travelling to KittanDawson. Senior Sean O'Hara is ning, Pa. where they had to play
the team's backrow specialist two games on the same day.
with help from Sharpe, Lee and First they faced off against Penn
Nelson. Also contributing to State West at 11:15 am.
the team are freshmen T i m
Penn State West took an
Drake and Doug Schuerer.
early 1-0 lead at the ten minute
The Gators meet Grove mark of the first period. The
City once again, then return to score remained 1-0 until the
their home court to battle Pitt Nittany Lions scored four unanon Friday February 19 in the swered goals to win 5-0.
At 3:00 pm the Gators were
Fieldhouse.
on the ice again to face IUP.
Despite the fatigue factor the

Gators played their best game of
the weekend gaining a dramatic
3-3 tie.
Player-Coach Phil Medsger
scored all three goals for the
Gators completing his first hat
trick of the season.
The two teams battled back
and forth during most of the
game. The first and second periods ended in 1-1 and 2-2 ties.
IUP took a 3-2 lead in the
third period, but then the Gators
were able to avenge a
heartbreaking 6-5 loss to IUP
earlier in the season. With 28
seconds left in the game Allegheny called time-out and
pulled goalie Russell Kuhl
putting a sixth player onto the
ice.
NEW
OLD
RARE

Ryan Keefer won the
ensuring face-off in the IUP
zone and Phil Medsger flipped
the puck into the net to tie the
game.
The Gators have two remaining home games against
the University of Pittsburgh on
Saturday and against CMU next
Wednesday night. Player-Coach
Phil Medsger is optimistic
about the Gators chances in the
final two games. "If we can get
everyone to practice and to the
games, we have a good shot of
winning" he said.
The top six teams in the
league get a bid to the playoffs.
Allegheny is currently in seventh place with five points.

All The Current Music plus
12" Singles and CDs
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Roe Coaches
Last Home Meet
Of His Career

Cagers
Bench
Plays

schools as the University of
Buffalo and Olivet. To qualify
for NCAC's an individual
wrestler must take either first or
The Allegheny Men's second in his weight class at reWrestling Team had its last gionals but seven wild cards will
home match of the season this be awarded.
past Saturday, crushing Case
Allegheny's best chances to
Western Reserve University, 3115. The win pushed the Gators qualify for NCAC berths are
to 11-1, their best season record 1261bs. standout Jim Cessna,
ever. who according to Coach Roe
will be seeded first at Regionals
Coach Roe commented on and junior Tony Pendolino
his team's performance, "This wrestling at 134 lbs.
weekend I thought the whole
team wrestled well despite the Coach Roe believes other
changes in our line up that oc- wrestlers have a chance to qualicurred because Case was short fy such as Brian Micucci, if he
two weight classes." Coach is better by Regionals, at 158
Roe wanted to give all his se- lbs and Matt Mackey at 167.
niors a chance to wrestle for the
Coach Roe will be leaving
last time on their home mats.
at the end of the season due to
Each of the seniors has lettered
pressure because of career confor four years. Senior J i m_
flicts. "Allegheny has come a
Cessna moved up two weight
long way since I've started
classes, from 126 lbs to 142
coaching. Our first season's
lbs, just so he could wrestle.
record was 4-11 and now it's IlRising to the challenge Cessna
1," commented Roe, "When I
pinned his opponent increasing
first took the coaching job at the
his seasons record to 24-2.
college the Meadville School
Junior Chris Weiland wres- Board told me I could teach high
tied 150 lbs, instead of 142, to school and coach at the college
take on CWR's second best as long as I took a dock in pay
wrestler. Despite his efforts 116 for the days I would miss due to
lost a very close decision. Also traveling to meets with the colwrestling out of his weight class lege. Now they are telling me I
at 167 lbs. was senior Matt can't take time off anymore."
Mackey who got a fall. Senior However, Roe wanted to see the
Brian Micucci, was unable to current four seniors he recruited
wrestle due to a case of chicken finish out their college career. In
poxs. Junior Ron Ledbetter order to do this he was forced to
filled in for Micucci scoring a take a sabbatical to cover this
win for Allegheny. seasons' last nine weeks. "It's
The Men's wrestling team not a case of wanting to leave, I

by Christine Dudeck
Staff Writer

by Michael Doupe
Staff Writer
The men's basketball team
bettered conference rivals Case
Western Reserve University in
the David Mead field house last
Wednesday. The 90 to 57
victory pushed Allegheny's
North Coast Athletic conference
record to 8-1.
Gators dominated the scoreboard from the opening and
never relinquished the lead. Late
in the first half, the lead was
threatened when a seventeenpoint spread was whittled down
to five points. The Gators rallied to finish the half at 38-30.
They came back in the second
half with a lineup of many nonstarters for the remainder of the
game.
With a controlling points
spread in the second half, Allegheny's Coach John Reynders
turned the Gator game to his
bench offering many of these
players their first taste of NCAC
play. For several minutes towards the end of the game, the
line-up contained Mery Moorhead and all four freshmen - with
noted leadership to Greg Dziubek. Dziubek brought down
several defensive rebounds and
converted an offensive rebound
for two Gator points. A total of
eleven Allegheny men scored on
Wednesday.

Photo by John Kiecler

Sean Snaith goes up for the hook.

really hard basketball" commented Amos," and w e
(Allegheny) had to play
especially hard in the second
half-what with Gene Williams
out and Sean Snaith sick."
Gator star-rebounder Gene
Williams was ejected from the
game for fighting in a scuffle
early in the second half.
Snaith's illness kept him out of
uniform for the second game in
a row.
Last Saturday's on the road
The victory pushed the men
match-up against Kenyon delivto 9-1 in the conference and 19-4
.44.4.e.
00044404444000400044004404 04444 t • in• the big picture. The Gators
fi
LET GUIDO DRESS YOU, will take-on Wooster on the road
His many years of experience+ tonight. On Saturday the Gators
are what you are looking fort will return to Montgomery Gym
to finish-out their regular season
with a contest against Oberlin.
ered a narrow 69-67 point game
in Allegheny's favor. The
cagers great second-half poise in
Gambier, Ohio. Focal players
were standouts Garret Daggett
and Marcus Amos. While Rich
Seidel racked up all fourteen of
his points and Gene Williams
sunk the ball for eight in the
half. The second half saw
Daggett and Amos score 18 and
13 points respectively. Amos
also recorded seven assists in the
second half of play. "We both
(Allegheny and Kenyon) played
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is now preparing for their Re- just have to said Coach Roe.
gional Meet to be held at
Coach Roe will be replaced
CWRU on February 26th and
27th. Allegheny will be cornby John
is
currently
theWilcher
Women'swho
soccer
peting against such power have coach.
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Cagers Conquer
CWRU and Kenyon
by Meg Hale
Assistant Sports Editor
Now carrying a 9-1 NCAC
record and a 15-6 overall, the
women's basketball team is
heading into the last leg of its
season after conquering Case
Western Reserve and Kenyon.
The Gators dominated last
place CWRV with a final score
of 68-33. Shelley Brown was
high scorer with 12 points,
while Suzanne Helfant and Carol
Frederick tallied up 10 each.
Helfant led the offense with 10
assists while Cindy Kyler
dominated the defense by grabbing 9 rebounds.
Photo by John Kieger

Coach Seagraves talks strategy to team.

Dudeck Qualifies For Nationals
by Dan Loughran
Staff Writer
Head Coach Ralph White
brought a hand full of athletes to
the Rochester Invitational
Saturday, as the Gator's began
their final two weeks of
preparation for the NCAC Indoor Track and Field Championships to be held at Ohio
Wesleyan University on February 26th and 27th.
White's goal this meet was
to qualify some individuals for
the championship meet. Julie
Holden, Christine Binnie, Carol
Glatz and Christine Dudeck
qualified. Holden and Binnie
both high jumped 4'7" to qualify. NCAC qualifying standard
is 4'4".
"I'm really pleased with
Julie (Holden) and Chris
(Binnie)" said White, "They
both qualified and that's important. It was also Binnie's first
attempt at the High Jump."
Glatz ran 5:26.5 and 2:35.0 in
the 1500 and 800 meter runs respectively.
Dudeck broke the school
record for the second time this
season in the 1500 meter run,
with a time of 4:40.2, qualify-

ing for the NCAC DIV III
Championship Meet.
Dudeck's time was five 5.44
seconds better than her former
school record of 4:45.64, and
3.44 seconds better than the
NCAC national qualifying standard of 4:43.64. Dudeck has one
month to prepare for the national meet; White is confident
she'll do well.
"She's (Dudeck) running really well right now. I'm sure
she'll run a lot faster at the National meet, but we're not really

interested in times, just in place.
If she runs slower than 5 minutes but wins the race, we'll be
happy." added White.
Coach White is pleased
with his team's progress this
season. "We're doing alright" he
said "I think we'll be in the top
three at the (NCAC) conference
meet."
Next weekend White will
take the Gators to George Mason University for a final tuneup before the NCAC championships.

The cagers host Wooster at
7:30 pm tonight and travel to
Oberlin on Saturday for their
last game before the play-offs.
Coach Ronda Seagraves has no
strong apprehensions about the
up coming opponents, she
merely "worries about Allegheny." The fast approaching postseason tournament will be held
February 23, 25, and 27 and
Seagraves stressed the fact that
"we can't let down. We still
have to control the tempo (of
the games) and keep peaking
hopefully to the NCAC finals."
If the Gators beat Wooster
and Oberlin, they will earn a bye
in the first round of the playoffs. A win in the next round
will find them in their fourth
North Coast Athletic Conference
Championship game.

Compiled by Christof Heinrich
Navratilova Wins For First Time In '88
Martina Navratilova defeated Pam Shriver in straight sets 6-0,
6-3 to win her eigth Virginia Slims of Dallas tournament. The
win was Navratilova's first since November '87. Navratilova,
who dominated women's tennis for almost 10 years, is now being
challenged by younger players like Gabriela Sabatini and number
one ranked S tefi Graf.

Soviets Win first Medal of Games
Vida Ventsene beat her teammate Raisa Smetanina by 8.7
seconds in the women's 10 km cross-country ski race Sunday to
win the first Gold Medal awarded at the '88 Games. Smetanina
took home the silver.
The Soviets have consistently dominated the Winter
Olympics and have won more medals than any other country.
The Soviets did not even start competing in the winter games until 1956.

The US Olympic hockey team started off Olympic competition with a convincing 10-6 win over Austria Saturday.

Photo by John Kieger

As of late, Frederick ha s
become a driving force behind
the Gators, averaging 12 points
per game in the last three
games, thus boosting her overall

First ranked in the NCAC,
the Blue and Gold are presently
leading in team offense and defense, opponent field goal percentage (.38), scoring margin,
and rebounding margin. Helfant
is fourth in scoring (15.2 points
per game) and first in assists
(6.1 per game). Sophomore
Kyler is second in free throw
percentage with 77.8 percent,
and Brown is third in assists
with 4.3 per game.

Sports Spotlight

USA Hockey Team Tops Austria, Falls
To Czechs

Suzanne Helfant goes for
number 1000 tonight.

Saturday was Parents' Day
for the cagers and their win over
Kenyon flavored the occasion
even more. The Spartans were
the only ones to snag a game
from the Gators this season, but
the Blue and Gold sought and
successfully got revenge as they
claimed a 64-46 victory. Cocaptain Helfant led the team
with 20 points and 9 assists,
Kyler added 18 points, and
Brown collected 8 rebounds.
Junior Carol Frederick stalled
Kenyon's strongest player, Jill
Tibbe, allowing her to score
only 4 baskets.

average to 8.1. Senior point
guard Helfant, the team's high
scorer and Allegheny's assist
record breaker is only 5 points
away from her 1,000th career
point.

On Monday they lost a close game to a talented Czechlosovakian squad 7-5. The team' record now stands 1-1. They are
currently tied for third place with Czechlosovakia.
In Olympic competition there are two divisions with six
teams each. The top three teams from each division advance to
the medal round.
The US' next game is Wednesday night against the Soviet
Union.

Lakers Sweep Series With Celtics
The Los Angeles Lakers fought off a third period Boston rally
downing the Celtics 115-106 Sunday at the L.A. Forum.
The Celtics, down 64-44 at the half, outscored the Lakers 3612 in the third period to lead 80-76. The Lakers came storming in
the fourth period and never looked back.
The Lakers swept the season series with the Celtics for the
second straight year.
Between them, the Lakers and the Celtics have won six of the
last seven NBA World Championships.

Allisons Dominate Daytona 500
50 year old Bobby Allison fought off a bid by his 23 year old
son Davey to become the oldest person ever to win the Daytona
500. Davey finished second, two and a half car lengths behind his
father.
Veteran driver Richard Petty survived a spectacular crash on
the 106th lap in which his car flipped over seven times. Petty
suffered only minor injuries.

North Stars Sliding
The Minnesota North Stars lost 7-3 to the Quebec Nordiques
Saturday and are now own the leagues worst record at 16-33-9 or
41 points.
The North Stars are 15 points behind last years pace.
The only surviving grace for the Stars is that they are in the
Norris Division, the leagues weakest. They are suffering through
on of their worst seasons ever but still have a legitimate shot at
the playoffs.
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Ed Metzger as Einstein
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Resignation: Beyond A Piece Of Paper
AH Thoughts
by Casey Crossin
AH Assistant Editor
Resignation, what a powerful
word. Implying so many things from
acceptance to submission to defeat.
Quite simply, "to resign" can be interpreted as to give in or to give up.

"Life is a difficult thing to stay on top of.
Especially when we realize how easily
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person to another. A person may
resign by sacrificing her morals or
beliefs. She may simply quit. "I quit"
indicates so much. It says, "I'm not
happy"; "I can't deal"; or "my ,deologies don't conform to your's".

Sometimes we'd all like to hand in a
general resignation but we're not
sure who to give it to
We can resign from anything at
anytime we like... from a job, a responsibility, even from life. We can

resign ourselves to fate, emotions,
or suppression. With all these opportunities, how often does the average person resign in a day, a
week... or a lifetime? Probably more
often than we think.
Life is a difficult thing to stay on
top of. Especially when we realize
how easily we can be overcome... by
pressures, insecurities, discontentment or sadness. So, these are the
conditions to which resignation is a
response.
Resigning, as an action, cannot
be empirically defined as the passing of a verbal resignation from one

Resignation, it seems to me, is a
cumulative process rather than an
isolated incident. There's no such
thing as a spontaneous resignation.
Human beings, after all, are characteristically rational. We tend to be
careful in our behavior and resignation carries implicit repercussions. It
implies a change from one state of
being to another.
Despite its many meanings,
resignation carries negative connotations. Why? Probably because
when we resign, we lose something
and no one likes to lose. It implies
regret and weakness. We've all

heard those great expressions "Don't bite off more than you can
chew" and "If you can't take the heat
-- get out of the kitchen." How's that
for wisdom?
c',Jt what about the positive
side? Doesn't security and peace of
mind necessarily follow resignation?
You can resign and feel secure with
the idea that you're out of an
uncomfortable position. You can
come away from a resignation with
the peace of mind that you've maintained your own beliefs despite opposition.
There's also a positive side to
the insecurity you might experience.
Take a risk and you just might learn
from it. When you resign, you're really taking a chance... a new beginning is implicit in any kind of ending.
We are continually afforded opportunities to resign. Whether we
typically accept or reject these opportunities is unclear. The pessimist
would say we constantly resign. We
conform to society values, sacrifice
our beliefs, and reject challenge.
Sometimes we even deny ourselves
of our instinct to survive.
The optimist would say we reject
as many chances to resign as we
possibly can, and we persevere. We
perservere because only we can
reconcile a resignation with ourselves.

: ••

On Relationship Expectations
by Bill Allen
Class of '89
I have a reputation, which some
would say is well deserved, as an
outrageous flirt. One day this past
winter break I was flirting with a girl I
had just met, and I happened to ask
her how old she was. Boy, was I
shocked-- if I had known her back
when I was in high school, I probably
could have baby-sat her (but don't
lose faith, folks, because in the first
place she didn't look that young at
all, and in the second place nothing
happened anyway). After I found
out she was that young, my first
comment was "Well, I suppose we
shouldn't be flirting like this, huh?"
"No," she replied, "because if it
went any further than flirting, you
would probably expect more from
me than I could give you."
This got me thinking: just what is
it I expect from any girl I start a relationship with? I know for a lot of
males it is in a word, sex. Why take a
girl out and spend a whole lot of
money on her if she won't go to bed
with you? At least, that's the cliche.
But I think that sort of attitude is
degrading, and not only to the
woman. Never mind the fact that in
this day and age an attitude like that
could kill you. I, for one, do not want
to contract AIDS.
Aside from sex, many men are
looking for another mom. They expect a girl to take care of them, do
things for them, and not complain if
— they happen to forget a birthday or
an anniversary or what have you.
Again, that's not any attitude I like_ my one-word reaction is, and I'll do
my own censoring, B*11sh*t.
But, if guys think this is what a
woman will do for them, what they
— think a woman wants from them is
just as bad. To a lot of men, a woman only wants to take you for a ride,
,. spend your money, tease you in. cessantly and play with your mind. I

The Gender View

know a few men who have put the I've had a bad day, and who will make
brakes on a growing relationship out the effort to try to understand me, at
of fear of being totally manipulated in the very least. I also expect them to
this way. Now, women in the crowd, feel that they can do the same, that I
how many of you actually behave will listen to them if they want me to.
Even though at this time of my
this way (No, no, don't raise your
hands)?
life there is no "special someone", I
Now, just so I can get my little would expect the same sort of
helping of crow (not the old f rat, things from them. But I would make
just a figure of speech), I too am the effort to curb some of my
guilty of having these discriminatory expectations that run along the earattitudes at times. But if a relation- lier lines of this essay to fit into her
ship works, it doesn't matter what particular circumstances, hopes,
you expect from it-- it will surpass fears, what- have- you , and I would

N.

your expectations in ways you never
even dreamed of (yes, I know what
this sounds like, but don't get out
While
it would
niceand
to say
your
shovels-it'sbe
true,
I'mI
speaking from experience).
have no expectations from any relationships at all, I'm not that egotistical. What I actually expect from my
relationships runs along these lines:
from a friend, I expect to find someone I can talk to, who won't mind me
going off on nothing in particular if

expect her to do the same for me.
When it comes right down to it, I
don't think it's what you expect of
the other person, but what you expect of yourself, that really counts.
A good relationship is a great
thing, probably the best thing ever.
It is something I will always appreciate but never expect. Expecting
makes one miss out on the here and
now. This is not to say I will not look
forward and dream. Of course I will.
Fairy tales may even influence these
, •

dreams, but expectations will have
nothing to do with making them
come true.

by Janice Bergoffen
Class of '88
Relationship expectations is a
concept that has grown to have
negative connotations. When I was
little my mother told me I would grow
up and have a wonderful husband
and family and successful career. I
would be in love and live happily
ever after. More than anything I
wanted to believe this, after all-- if
your mother says it, it has to be the
truth, right?
But as I grew up I realized my
experiences carried more weight
than my mother's words. Being in a
relationship and being in love does
not automatically lead to happily ever
afters. What goes wrong? Isn't this
what we were au! brought up to believe and expect? Maybe we were
too young and naive to question our
mothers-- or maybe we have become so caught up in expectation
we miss the wonderful things we
have had all along.
"Expectations" is a lazy word. It
implies that one sits and effortlessly
waits for their dreams to come true.
"Patience" and "understanding" are
more appropriate words to follow
"relationship". These words may not
sound as good in a phrase, but then
again, reality doesn't always have a
nice ring to it either.
Maybe mothers are always right
in the end-- maybe there are such
things as happily ever after. I would
still like to believe this more than
anything. But I have learned relationships take work-- not the type of
work one dreads, but a kind of effort
that is necessary to learn and grow.
Next Week's Topic: Career Insecurities
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Three Men And A Baby
Reviewed
in a drug scandal and he, himself is a
father.
The actors in this film do a more
than convincing job of fumbling
People in the movies seem to around fixing formulas and such.
have a real fascination with the idea
Ted Danson is comfortable in his
of men in charge of young children.
role as the charming actor and is
Movies and television shows like Mr. even more so as an inexperienced
Mom and My Two Dads pop up ev- father. Tom Selleck shows us he
ery so often and, depending on can do something beyond Magnum.
who's in them, are fairly entertaining.
Steve Guttenburg finding himself
This year's new arrival is Three planted in the archives of "cute
Men and a Baby, starring Ted Dan- guys", charms his way into the
son, Tom Selleck, and Steve Gut- hearts of the girls in the audience as
tenburg. The three playboys living well as those on screen.
in New York are the recipients of a
While Three Men and a Baby is
baby girl, left at their door with a note not the most profound movie to hit
from the mother saying the child is the screen this year, it is entertainTed's. However, Ted isn't home at ing. Somehow, no matter how many
the time. His roommates are stuck times it is used, audiences never
with the problem of holding up their cease to fall for this theme. How
careers, social lives, and a wet baby.
could they not, with a tot as darling
Little do they know, earlier at a as this one and three men trying to
party Ted agreed to hold a package buy diapers, while exercising more
for a friend of his. When two men faith to a child than to their girlcome to pick it yp, Tom and Steve friends. With the addition of the
hand over the baby by mistake. Af- drug scandal, Three Men and a Baby
ter they get her back, Ted comes adds a new twist to a familiar idea;
home to find they are all wrapped up few people can resist it's charm.

by Nancy Williams
Student Writer

Underground Railroad
History Explored
by Stephanie J. Lupa
AH Assistant Editor
The Underground Railroad will
visit Allegheny College this week.
Performers Kim and Reggie
Harris will bring the history and people of the Underground Railroad to
life in Ford Chapel at 8:15 Thursday
evening. Their show is a series of
songs, stories and narratives about
the people involved.
It is a tribute to the courage and
hope of the many people of different races and creeds who fought to
end the injustice of slavery by helping slaves to escape.

Until 1975, the Week was
scheduled to include the twelfth and
fourteenth of February. This was
meant to encompass the birthdays
of Abraham Lincoln and Frederick
Douglass. When only one date
could be used, it would be Douglass birthdate.
In 1976, the celebration was expanded to a full month. This allowed
for more events, programs and celebrations. Several events are
planned for each week in February.
This performance is free of
charge.
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The Harrises are a married couple who have been performing for
ten years. "The History of the Underground Railroad" is being presented as part of Black History
Month.

A'
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Black History Month began in
1926 as Negro History Week, which
was launched by Dr. Carter Godwin
Woodson of the Association of the
Study of Negro Life and History.
The Week was devoted to emphasizing facts in history influenced by
the Negro.
at II II Mil MO. ILI
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SENIOR PRE-MED
STUDENTS.
Could you use a scholarship for
medical school? Why not
investigate the Armed Forces
Health Professions Scholarship
Program, with sponsorship by
the U.S. Air Force. Current
senior premedical students of
medicine or osteopathy may
now compete for Air Force
scholarships. We want to help
you continue your education.
Contact your local Air Force
health professions representative for details. Call
CAPT JOSEPH T. COOPER
412-687 -7325 COLLECT
=MI
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Good Morning
by Phil Foxman
Student Writer
Good Morning Vietnam is a
comedy with an impact. It gives a
behind the scenes look at the Vietnam War as seen and told by a US
armed forces radio disc jockey. The
film constantly switches from a comedy that makes fun of the war, to the
more serious devastating realities of
war with clips of troops in the battle
field and scenes of violence in the
city.
Robin Williams plays Adrian
Chronhour, the disc jockey working
for U.S. radio. He is an entertainer
for the troops; someone to take their
minds off of the war for a while. His
style and entrance to the station is
quite a change from their usual format of boring classical programming.
Chronhour's character is perfectly
cast, his personality fitting to that of
Robin Williams' reputation. He is witty,
quick with come-backs, and very,
very funny.
The movie introduces Chronhour as he is getting off his plane.
He is dressed in a long red and white
striped shirt. He says the shirt is,
"Cretin camouflage. If you want to
blend in with a crowd of drunken
Greeks, there's nothing better."
Chronhour is definitely not your average soldier.
Chronhour's radio show is called
Good Morning Vietnam. The troops
love him because he is an escape
from the ugliness of the war. His
humor makes fun of the war from its
ridiculous army clothes to VicePresident Nixon. The film moves
from inside the radio station to
t111107:1

Robin Williams Is Back

-

scenes of people listening.
These are not violent scenes,
but scenes of soldiers gathered
around their radios of playing football while Adrian Chronhour's voice
booms in the background. This
gives the film its warmth and makes
us aware of the importance of
Chronhour and his show. As the
movie progresses and Chronhour
awakens to the violence of the war,
music he plays and scenes shown
mirror this violence. The songs become a little sadder while the once
happy scenes now show wounded
men and death.
The show meets a lot of opposition from Sergeant Major Dickerson
and Lieutenant Stephen Bark,
Chronhour's superiors. They don't
like his music, his humor, or his style
and give Chronhour a hard time from
the beginning. Fortunately they are
not your normal, respected, high
ranking officers. Rather they are
comparable to Hogan's Hero's
Colonel Clink who is too much of a
loony to be taken seriously. Nevertheless, they are in charge.
The film uses comedy to divert
attention away from the violence and
real ugliness of the war for both the
viewers and the soldiers in the
movie. Because we get so used to
laughing, really devastating violent
scenes come on the screen with impact greater than normal.
A major turning point in the film
comes when Chronhour has his first
taste of death as a bar he is leaving
blows up. All around him are dead
and wounded bodies and he is
helpless. To make matters worse,
the news story about the blast is

censored by the government and
Chronhour is told 'it did not officially
happen'. For the first time his humor
cannot cover up the atrocities. He
tries to broadcast this news despite
his superiors' warnings but his show
is immediately shut down.
Chronhour decides he is finished with radio. The most touching
scene in the film is when he drives
into a traffic jam amongst truckloads
of soldiers on their way to battle. His
aid and friend, Garlic, realizes he has
to make Chronhour believe his show
does make a difference.
Garlic shouts to the soldiers he
has "the" Adrian Chronhour in the
jeep with him and they all begin to
cheer. Chronhour does a quick radio show to keep the soldiers entertained while they wait. Slowly he
begins to realize the importance he
holds for these boys. As the traffic jam
clears and Chronhour says goodbye, it is
as if he knows they are all going off to
die.
The movie is not without romance, though it is admittedly a little
awkward. Chronhour spends much
of his time pursuing a young Vietnamese girl he befriends her young
brother Twan to get closer to her.
Chronhour even bribes an English
teacher to let him teach a class she is
attending.
The class opens up a new avenue in Chronhour's character, and
these parts of the movie are quite a
refreshing interlude from both
Chronhour's show and the war itself.
Chronhour becomes close with
these people and teaches them
'real' English rather than textbook
English. He makes it fun and they
love him.

Chronhour gets a little closer to
the girl, but she explains they are
two different people from two completely different worlds and they can
never be together. Unfortunately
the romance comes off as shallow as
it sounds. The only reason it works
at all is because Robin Williams has
such an innocent, boyish face.
The ending of the film is also a
little hard to swallow. Chronhour's
superiors send him on a mission in
enemy occupied territory to get rid
of him. That's a bit drastic to do to a
disc jockey you 'don't like'; don't you
think? Predictably his jeep is blown
up by the North Vietnamese, but our
old friend Twan comes to the rescue
and takes the unscathed Chronhour
to safety.
Twan turns out to be a north
Vietnamese spy and Chronhour is
sent home for associating with him.
Someone had to work pretty hard to
come up with that ending? It is not
so much this plot could never happen, in fact the movie is based on a
true story. The problem comes from
too many different side-plots thrown
at us in too short a time, making
them unbelievable and unfortunately terribly underdeveloped.
Good Morning Vietnam is another Vietnam movie, but it is certainly not another Full Metal Jacket
or Platoon. Instead of the usual action packed field drama, it gives us a
small taste of what went on behind
the scenes. Although some of the
scenes are bit like trying to swallow a
double layer peanut butter sandwich
without milk, Good Morning Vietnam
is still entertaining and enjoyable
movie.
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Campus Center -tainment
Wednesday Night Film Series

TONITE:

FRIDAY
NIGHT:

COMING SOON:

•

THE NEW AND
EXCITING

THE BLUES
BROTHERS
Carr
sk Auditorium

McKinley's

THE
ROOMMATE
GAME

it

presents

TONY
DOMENICO

at 9:30 PM
and it's FREE

live!

Costumes Encouraged!
I

"No ma'am, we're on a mission
from God!"
-Elwood Blues

Come watch as his imitations
seem more real than....um
well
ah
reality.
9 : 0 0 PM
C. C.

Activities Room
and best of all it's FREE

March 4th, 9:00 PM
Schaffer Auditorium
Deadline Feb. 19th
Ask RD or House Advisor
for details
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Woodentops, Wolfgang Press Reviewed
• by Suzanne Simnanaitis
Guest Columnist
Well, last week I promised a look
at those Dukes of Bud, Gang Green;
unfortunately, I don't like their new
LP, so 'nuff said, right? Instead, I've
turned to two bands that have been
around a bit longer than those beerguzzling punks, with a bit less fanfare but a lot more musical potential - the Wolfgang Press, and 1987's
Next-Big-Thing-that-never-was, the
Woodentops.
I've know of the Woodentops for
a few years, but a recap of their
discography is beyond me; I have
what appears to be an Italian bootleg
of their 1987 Giant LP called I Want
Your Love, and their latest Upside
Records release is a remastered
version of 1985's Rough Trade Well
Well Well... -- I'd say they're the victim of a rather confused marketship
scheme. But their music is, as ever,
enjoyable and well worth a listen.
The work of this Irish/British
quintet led by a man named Rolo is
characterized by a surprisingly full
guitar sound; sometimes its a wall-oguitars, but the most interesting
moments are marked by delicate,
Spanish-sounding guitar work that's
far more intricate than the average
pop song offers.
It is pop the Woodentops do
best; in fact, it's pop with a sound so
distinctively their own a lot of their
songs sound alike. I put their last LP
on a continuous tape, which went
on and on, round and round
through my subconscious without
really differentiating between cuts.
This background-music tendency
might cause some rock and roll aficionados to dismiss the Woodentops; I will defend them, especially
this latest release, as having enough
depth and diversity in their music,
and enough energy to power a small
rocket to Mars.
Actually, it's a more earthbound
metaphor that of a train, that comes
to mind -- I don't know any correct
train-part terminology, but the
Woodentops' music conjures up the
sound-picture of a sleek, silver train
slicing across the great American

West -- for lack of a better phrase, bands, but the Wolfgang Press
chugga chugga chug.
identity is not easily forgotten.
The most intriguing cut on Well
Well Well... may be the remix of "Get

"Bless My Brother" features
multilayered jungle rhythms strongly

"... the Woodentops' music conjures up
the sound-picture of a sleek, silver train
slicing across the great American West for lack of a better phrase, chugga chugga
chug."
It On," the Woodentops' semi-hit
from Giant. The first time out, "Get It
On" was dancy and quick in a lighthearted way; on Well Well Well...,
jumpy becomes downright nervy. It
starts out quieter, goes for a more
explosive finish and is just generally
edgy. It seems to be a step beyond
the naivete of Giant, and may bode
well for the development of the
Woodentops as a true force in alternative pop.
My only previous exposure to
the Wolfgang Press was in the form
of their 1985 cover of Aretha
Franklin's "respect," an oddly upbeat, horn-laden reworking crowned
with adenoidal and thoroughly
bored-sounding vocals. I thought it
was a riot. Their latest release,
Standing Up Straight, is less of a
party-tune offering but it's still very
intriguing to the ear.
The Wolfgang Press consists of
3 guys who might be turned a techno-synth ensemble, but I hear a lot
more life in their work than in the
work of the band to which they inevitably will be compared, Depeche
Mode. Besides the initial advantage
of not being the mascot of the 14year-old hall rat crowd, the Wolfgang
Press incorporate a lot of guitars,
some marimba, violin, cello, piano
and even an hones old-fashioned
drum set in these songs. There's
greater musical variety than in Depeche Mode's brand of dirge-disco.
Half a dozen Wolfgang Press tunes
remind me of half a dozen different

reminiscent of Shriekback's recent
work. The relentless beat is
punctuated by startling guitar wails.
"Free Fly" reminds me of Tuxedo moon, especially in the way the
ordinary 4/4 beat is completely obscured through the first couple listens. It also has Cure-like vocals and
a marimba riff straight out of "Close
To Me." Both "My Life" and "Halo"
jigger the usual Wolfgang Press
bass-heavy mix in favor of the other
guitars, which have an etheral quality
that defines the sound of the
Church.
I'd venture to say the Wolfgang
Press soar higher, even if they're ultimately more firmly grounded. The
highest of side two is "I Am The
Crime," which evokes the mood of
the film Blade Runner, darkly
futuristic and more than a little
threatening.

The lyrics of the Wolfgang Press
are, for me, less interesting than the
music propelling them. This is at
least partly because the vocals are
buried deep within the mix, and
would be unintelligible were the
words not included on the inner
sleeve. This inner sleeve, by the
way, alone is worth the price of the
album; it's the most intriguing
graphic layout I've seen in ages.
Each song is presented on a separate page, composed in a combination of typefaces and handwritings
which intrigue the eyes much as the
songs they represent treat the ears.
Standing Up Straight (on 4AD
Records) is quite a fact.

WE HAVE ONLY
GOOD THINGS
TO SAY ABOUT
CANCER OF
THE COLON.
If detected early,
the cure rate for
colorectal cancer is
very high.

AMERICAN
CANCER
If SOCIETY'
Get a checkup. Life is worth it.
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Ivan Balinikoff will
be playing the hot music
and dance. Or, talk to you
friends at the front bar with
your favorite suds or drink. Fo
the sports competitor, great arcades games
Lunches beginning March 17

Chestnut Street is

4,

Kim & Reggie Harris
Music and the Underground Railroad

7:EB.

18

8:15 PM

FORD CHAPEL

FREE
ADMISSION

.11
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CLASSIFIEDS

EXCLUSIVE SPRING BREAK OFFER
Order your spring break 1988 "Survival Kit"
for only $14.95. Kit includes: "I survived spring
break" silk screened t-shirt, beverage wrap,
condoms & "spring break bonus surprise."
This is a limited offer, send check or money
order with t-shirt size (S,M,L,XL) to:
Florida Sands Promotions
P.O. Box 2720
Daytona Beach, FL 32015-2720
(904) 673-4320 or 673-4420

FURNISHED ROOM for rent. Walking distance
from Campus. Call Nancy at 336-3151.
WANTED: 2 or 3 female roommates for 3 bedroom apartment on Cullum Street. Call 3372569 or write to box 1552.
Buy a WARC t-shirt to celebrate our 25th anniversary. 10:30 - noon in the P.O., or stop buy the
office upstairs in Cochran.

The United Methodist Publishing House is sponHave you been diagnosed with TMJ or do you soring a merit scholarship of up to $5,000. Selechave jaw pain and frequent headaches? If so, tion criteria include:
your participation in a senior project would be
#A member of a minority ethnic group: Black,
appreciated. It will take approximately one hour Asian, Native American, Hispanic (at least on
of your time. If you're interested, please send parent)
your name, phone number and box number to
#U.S. citizen
the psychology department -- box 39 in care of
#3.0 on a 4.0 grading scale or better
Dr. Dale.
#Active full membership in the United Methodist Church
SPRING BREAK: Nassau/Paradise Island
#Recorded service to the United Methodist
from $279.00
Church
package includes: roundtrip air, transfer, 7
#Stated commitment to a lay vocation in the
nights hotel, beach parties, free lunch, cruise, United Methodist Church
free admission to nightclubs, taxes and rrwirel!
SchaUrship winners tv,;LI lae cffered

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

PERSONALS
The deadline for personals is Monday 5 p. m. Any
submitted after the deadlinewill be used the next
week.
The Personals Editor
Hey Gomer, .
How 'bout themSilver Bells.

Hey Now Zimbo,
See -- I didn't forget! Happy belated (not yet but
by the time you read this it will be!) Valentines!
We'll have to do dinner again real soon.
See ya -- Kase

•

•

•

•

•S1 ..717 ?C:•

Glib,
Braids and beads are for hippies, but I'l! run
before I laugh.
The Dizzy One

To the Boss:
You're an awesome friend!
The Real Boss

Lucky "CHARM,"
La lista continue!

Politics and Denial of Tenure Really Stinks!
(and is really stupid)

. And if a double decker bus crashes into us,
to die by your side would be such a heavenly way
to die. . .

Chemistry Fan

To All Allegheny Girls,
Get a Grip, you're not as great as you think you
ARE.

Are there no available guys on Allegheny's
Campus who are looking for a meaningful relationship?
--Respond to E.W.

K and J
(editor's note: It took two of you to say that?)
Dear Jimmy, Karen, Al, Patty, Petey, and Paul,
Kevin, Kev--J, Bob and Tim, Richard, Kirk, and
Jer, Randy, Mike, and George, and Norm:
Thank you very much for the great birthday
surprise! You are all strange and wonderful
friends!
Love Ya,
"Vic"
KJ says: "wrap that rascal!" This /42, was brought
to you by the "rather-die-from-embarrassment
foundation."

To the other Cory counselor:
I'm really embarassed. Could we forget it ever
happened??
--Regretful

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN,
There are presently 3 BALACK
WOMEN and 1 perspective on campus.
--Good Luck "Fait"
Chris,
I think I might charge admission for people
to see the natural waterfall in your basement.
Howard (Drago),
Whistle, Whistle

Hustler -A deficiency of B1 causes nerve degeneration
and weakening of heart muscles. So does B2.
We're in trouble!
The Bio Major
Mr. Kasper,
What's up wit cho dance??

John,
I hope Duke realizes how lucky it is to capture Hey Alternates!!!
you. You'll be missed more than you realize.

Way to Go!

Chris Garrett,
You will never be able to be me because you Liberals on campus -- unite!!
always feel so guilty about everything you do. You have nothing to lose but your apathy!
You just need to drink more coke and loosen up! Join the Allegheny Democrats.
Wed. Feb. 17th at 6:00 in Quigley 123.
Signed your alter ego
Everyone Welcome!
If you love something, set it free
If it doesn't come back, hunt it down and kill it.
(Editor's note: Why? Are you a necrophiliac?) Hey APO,
Is everyone ready for sectionals? ... oops,
mean ... well, you know .
From a senior female
"Some of us are thin and some of us have
AG D,
figures..."
Your computer dating service SUCKS!
A disgruntled customei

Professional typing service - If Mom did your
typing when you were in high school, let Matilda
be your "mother away from home". Call Matilda
Murphy - 336-4651, evenings and most weekends. $1.25/page and up (includes paper).
Five types available,
•
►
•
•
•

•■•■

Casey,
Thanks!
Ann

Join the movement to bring back "Brady Bunct
Lingo" -- Sound groovy?

Sprite, Anyone?
How about chicken noodle soup?

Appearences can be deceiving and that
confuses me.

Brant Lake Camp
84 Leamington Street
Lido Beach, NY 11561
Three upperclassmen (women) looking for an
apartment to live in next year. If you know of one
that will be available next year, we would greatly
appreciate you contacting box 1822 or call 3371302.
ROCK SALE!! You want rocks? We,ve got
rocks. Come Thursday to the P.O.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•-

Attention: Webea very interested
You really were Fiji's, weren't you
A disappointed drinker

To some of the ladies on 3rd Baldwin Prospect,
I do not dirty dance!
Chris

Pentagram,
I'm your uncle.
Not-so-anonymous-anymore.

Dear little boy:
You make my life wonderful. I love you.
-Your little girl

STEAMROLLER -So, How many does it take? How many fo
Hugh?

Why doesn't that suprise me?

I tho... -.7bt you were supposed to set a GOOD
example!
Dear Pledges,

Kelly,
It appears L. Luther has escaped, but don"
be so sure.
Heathe

"To my Gutter friend,
'And when i dream of Heaven,
i know that tracy's there

What the h

is my mother doing in this???

. I know it was in May, because May 20th is in
May . . .

Raggy misses YZ and wishes he would visit .. me
too.
Love.

Yo! What's up with the SH__?! C, E, K, L, M, M
-- You guys are truly THE BEST!!!
Who Loves You?!
BJ

Hey Meg -Remember that you have friends that love
you, okay?
-- The Theocratic Pinball Player

College Republicans meeting Thursday Night.
Quigley 237 at 7 pm. Plans for Voter Registration
Drive and Spring term to be discussed.

... I think I'm gonna ask Jen (Back Home) to the
pledge formal. . .

Girls are not worth the hassle!
(editor's note: Elementary or Secondary?)

To S.B. Extraordinaire:
Only two more weeks of video h

Tongue action -- it's just a tease.

Don't you hate the girls who don't
talk to you all week until they hear your frat is
having a party. Then they say the stupidest
line: "Is there a party this weekend? Can you
get me a pass?" Then you see them at the
party and they don't know you?!?! Think about
it.
Signed,
A ___ Pledge

Sometimes it SNOWS in April!'
Love,
Johnny Zee"

" Drop-kick me Jesus, through the goalposts of
life. "
Porque todas de las personas en mi clase son
muy estupidas?
muy aborrida
y Ud., senorita?)
(editor's note:

Summer camp counselors -men & women generalists & specialists.
Two overnight 8 week camps in New York's
Adirondack Mountains have oopenings for
tennis, waaterfront (WSI, ALS, sailing, skiing,
small crafts), all team sports, gymnastics,arts/
crafts, piioneering, music, photography,
drama, dance, and nurses who love fun and
children.
Write : Professor Robert S. Gersten

Looking for someone who can type in French.
Call 337-0032.

Willard dos

To the Vomit Queen and Lips -Life's a toilet seat, then you get stuck to one.

--C

Furnished room for rent walking distance from
campus. Call Nancy at 336-3151.

1988 Internships: New York metropolitan area.
The Student Internship Service offers you listings of summer internships in your major fields.
Placements are available with sponsoring
companies in New York and on Long Island.
May of these internships are either salaried or
offer stipend. Write for further information.
Student Internship Service
P.O. Box 1053
Kings Park, New York 11754

Hey Mary,
Want some cream of tomato soup & Sprite fo
dinner?

Dear Plaything,
Now do you know who we are? Well, we
thought we knew who y
were, but now we're
not sure. We'd love to have a picnic with you if
you let us know who you are. And by the way,
what's this about bringing your own conversation? We'll be waiting to hear from you so we can
arrange a picnic date!
Love,
Ball

AA + 2B + C + K + R = 2GFEG

employment with the United Methodist Publishing House in Nasnville, Tennesee.
Interested students who feel they qualify can
pick up added information and application at the
Student Aid Office. Application deadline in
March 15, 1988.

-- hang tuff!
ster

Great "role models" over there on the Baldwin
Residence Life Staff - way to represent the
Allegheny Community in Meadville! Nobody
gets kicked out of Con Puckley's! . . . Grade
school revisited!
Hey Lisa,
Thanks for the pizza.
Love,
Princess, Evil and Donuts
"I'm so hungry that I could even eat brussel
sprouts!"
"You don't know what I had to do o get this
jean jacket"
Yo Rice-A-Roni Snow Nymph
Are you a "goer?" Wink, wink, nudge,
nudge, know what EYE mean?
P.S. Mark Spitz: Stop does not equal slip.
Dear Ann McCardle,
You are the best friend a person can
have. Thank You.
Love,
K. Robert Lanier
The So-called Boss,
Thanks for the donuts last week!
It really meant a lot!
The Real Boss
Row, row your boat . . . Be informed Henley is
not where, it's a what. More specifically, it's a
REC, ATTA. Current Odds, Oxford Heavyweight Wonien's 8 shells over Cambridge by
half-length.
"I had to sell my soul to get this jean jacket
back."
AAAHH, Jeez-us! Will my big brother please
help me get all this slime out of my room?
Love,
Little Sister
Dearest Nelson De Costa,
If I weren't such a goddess you might very well
be a god. Sorry but I'm not ready to give up the
crown.
Sincerest Sympathies,
The Goddess

I shall toke, toke, toke, until I die.
We've been slimed!!
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Joint Faculty Recital
To Be Held
by Nina Manno
Staff Writer
Once a term, members of Allegheny's music faculty collaborate
on a joint faculty recital. This term's
concert on Sunday will also feature
senior Sallie Wormer on the french
horn and guest artists Richard Abel
(Oboe), Jeannine Abel (flute), and
William Witherup (piano).
The faculty members involved in
the recital are Robert Bond, clarinet;
Bronwell Bond, flute; Carolyne
Achterman, bassoon; Thomas
Wood, violin; Lowell Hepler, piano;

and Lucille Marantz, piano.
The program will run as follows:
Grieg Piano Sonata: Lucille
Marantz,
Taffanel Woodwind Quintet:
Bronwell Bond, Richard Abel,
Robert Bond, Carolyne Achterman,
and Sallie Wormer.
Bach Cantata #94: Bronwell Bond,
Jeannine Abel, William Witherup.

Mendelssohn Violin Concerto:
Thomas Wood, Lowell Hepler.

A good way to ease the midwinter blues would be to check out the
tunes coming from Ford Chapel at
3:15 p.m. on Sunday.

Brooks-Walker Hosts Jump
Rope Marathon
jump, participants formed teams of
six to ten people and enthusiastically jumped for two hours. When
single jumping became
monotonous, participants began to
The Resident Advisors and jump in pairs and in groups of three.
Resident Director of Brooks and
Blasting music accompanied the
Walker/Walker Annex launched a event and water was provided for
successful "Jump for Heart" this past those on break. Mary Lou Mattis,
Saturday. The Jump-a-thon raised the American Heart Association repclose to $500 for the American Heart resentative for the Meadville area,
closed out the event by handing out
Association.
During the week prior to the certificates of appreciation. S he
event, residents canvassed over congratulated all for participating and
175 sponsors, who contributed commented she would like to see
anywhere from .50 per hour to such a successful even become a
10.00 per hour. On the day of the tradition for Brooks and Walker/Walker Annex.
He may not look like everyrabi and cauliflower may help

by Janice Bergoften
and Anne Langie
Guest Writers

body's idea of a cancer specialist.
But there's strong evidence
that your greengrocer has
access to cancer protection you
won't find in any doctor's office.
Like broccoli. Peaches. Canteloupes. Spinach. And other
sources of Vitamin A related to
lowering the risk of cancer of the
larynx and esophagus. Not to
mention sweet potatoes, carrots,
pumpkin, winter squash, tomatoes, citrus fruits and brussels
sprouts.
Vegetables such as cabbage,
broccoli, brussels sprouts, kohl-

reduce the risk of gastrointestinal and respiratory tract cancer.
Fruits and vegetables (and
whole grain cereals such as
oatmeal, bran and wheat) may
help lower the risk of colorectal
cancer.
In short, make sure you do
what your mother always told
you to do. Eat your vegetables.

Carl Rosen: McKinley's Opener
by Berke Breathed
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WHAT HAPPENS TO A DREAM DEFERRED?

Does it dry up like a raisin in the sun? Or fester like a sore - And then run?
Does it stink like rotten meat? Or crust and sugar over - like a syrup sweet?
Maybe it just sags like a heavy load. Or does it explode?
Langston Hughes
THE DREAM CONTINUES...
The Allegheny Community is honored to Welcome
YOLANDA KING
daughter of slain civil rights activist
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Monday, February 22, 1988
7:30 PM
PLEASE COME JOIN US
REFRESHMENTS WILL FOLLOW
For more information contact Dean Goode, Ext. 4356, Dana Mason, Ext. 3991,
Mr. Wiggins, Ext. 3393

Ford Chapel
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